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Meet LA’s Art Community: Hayv Kahraman Is 
Examining What It Means to Be “Immune” 

 

An interview series spotlighting some of the great work coming out of 
Los Angeles. Hear directly from artists, curators, and art workers 

about their current projects and personal quirks. 
 

 
 

Hayv Kahraman (2019) (image courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery) 

 
Welcome to the 28th installment of Meet LA’s Art Community. Check out our past interviews here. 
 
This week I interview the artist Hayv Kahraman. Born in Baghdad, Kahraman reflects on her experiences 
as a refugee and immigrant through her art. When she was 11 years old, her family fled the first Gulf War 
and settled in Sweden, where she would begin painting. Her art has been described as a way of 
processing her sense of “difference.” Across her paintings and sculptures, you’ll see many figures of 
women, sometimes shown alone, other times supporting one another, and even at times disembodied 
and fragmented. Together these women are meant to represent “the collective immigrant experience.”  
 
In this interview, Kahraman shares the series she is currently working on, called Anti-Body, which 
explores what it means to be immune. “Is the body a fortress, untouchable, or impenetrable to ‘outside’ 
germs and enemies?” she asks. In particular, the artist is interested in how the language of epidemiology 
is “similar to the us-versus-them rhetoric used in discussing refugees and immigration.” The topic has felt 
particularly relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic. Read more about what Kahraman has been thinking 
about and reading during these past months in her answers below. 
 

*   *   * 

 

 



 
 

Hayv Kahraman, “Anti-Body #1” (2020), oil, pigment and linen on panel, 50 x 70 inches (image courtesy the artist and Jack 
Shainman gallery) 

 
Where were you born? 
 
I was born in Baghdad, Iraq. 
 
How long have you been living in Los Angeles? 
 
I moved down from the Bay Area about five years ago and live in west LA. 
 
What’s your first memory of seeing art? 
 
Before fleeing Iraq in the early ’90s I remember driving by Jawad Saleem’s massive wall-relief monument 
“Nasb al-Hurriyah” (the freedom monument) in Baghdad and being in awe. It functions so well both when 
seen from afar (read as a linear historical narrative) as well as up close, in which the detailed nuances get 
revealed. 
 
Do you like to photograph the art you see? If so, what device do you use to photograph? 
 
I rarely photograph art. I feel that it loses its tactility, especially if I photograph it using my phone. I mostly 
photograph the title or, if at a museum, the wall text. 
 
What was your favorite exhibition in Los Angeles this year? 
 
Betye Saar: Call and Response at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) was such a 
comprehensive view of her work and thought process. I loved seeing the sketchbooks and behind-the-
scenes progression of the work. 
 
What’s the best book you’ve read recently? 
 
I’m currently juggling two books: Immunitary Life -A Biopolitics of Immunity by Nik Brown and An 
Apartment on Uranus by Paul B. Preciado. The latter is just an incredibly inspiring and revolutionary 
piece of writing that I feel everybody should read. There are so many linguistic gems in this book! And the 
book on Immunitray Life is a comprehensive view of the philosophy of immunology and directly relates to 
the research I’m doing on my current body of work Anti-Body. 
 

https://hyperallergic.com/518543/betye-saar-call-and-response-lacma/
https://bookshop.org/a/539/9781137552464
https://bookshop.org/a/539/9781635901139
https://bookshop.org/a/539/9781635901139


Do you prefer to see art alone or with friends? 
 
Alone, but I usually take my six-year-old daughter along which always offers an interesting perspective! 
 
What are you currently working on? 
 
I’m currently working on a new, extended series called Anti-Body examining the biopolitical ideas 
surrounding the notion of immunity — all the more relevant during COVID-19 — and what it means for our 
bodies to be immune. Is the body a fortress, untouchable, or impenetrable to “outside” germs and 
enemies? How can we change the militaristic rhetoric in epidemiology, which is based on building 
imaginary walls between our bodies and the rest of the world? This language is similar to the us-versus-
them rhetoric used in discussing refugees and immigration. Through anchoring this series in the distinct 
Y-shape of antibodies, I hope to propose a radical shift in coexistence where we acknowledge the 
porosity of our skin and move towards a symbiotic relationship to difference. 
 
What is one accomplishment that you are particularly proud of? 
 
The most gratifying moments are when I receive personal notes that my work has empowered women 
and given them hope. In 2009, a collector started a women’s crafts organization in Afghanistan after 
seeing my work. The organization enabled women to communally make crafts and sell them in order to 
sustain a living. These are the things that really matter to me. 
 
Where do you turn to for inspiration for your projects? 
 
It’s two fold, I do a lot of academic reading mostly within the field of gender and decolonial studies and I 
browse random historical imagery on Instagram. I follow a few accounts of craftspeople in Turkey who 
make these elaborate, traditional Islamic patterns that serve as backgrounds for calligraphic pieces in 
Arabic. I find it interesting that the calligraphers commission these craftswomen and men to make the 
backgrounds for their work — that, for me, is more interesting than the actual center piece of calligraphy. 
 



 
 

November 27, 2019 
By Mandalit Del Barco 

 

Iraqi American Artist Hayv Kahraman Is 
'Building An Army Of Fierce Women' 

 

 
 

Hayv Kahraman in her Los Angeles studio. Mandalit del Barco/NPR 

 
Hayv Kahraman's art was shaped by the many worlds in which she's lived and traumas she's endured. 
 
She was born in Baghdad 38 years ago, the daughter of a university English professor and a librarian for 
the United Nations. She was a child during the Iran-Iraq War and the first Gulf War. 
 
"I would look out my bedroom window and see a rain of air-raid bombs," she says. "They looked like 
fireworks." The air-raid sirens terrified her: "They are so loud and when they happen, you know that you 
might actually die any minute. It shakes you to the core." 
 
When she was 11, Kahraman and her family smuggled themselves out of Iraq with false passports. They 
became refugees in Sweden. "I was clearly very different from everybody else," she says. "I was the only 
kid who had black hair in my class. I was the brownest kid in my class. And I was treated differently 
because of this ... Sweden is a very small country, so it's very insular. And so as a brown person walking 
around there, you stand out." 
 
Kahraman also spent four years in Florence, Italy, studying graphic design. She met her American now-
ex-husband there, and they moved to Arizona — "this weird foreign place where I'd go to Walmart to buy 
my cheese, which I'm so not used to." After four years in Oakland, Calif., she moved to Los Angeles, 
where she works out of a warehouse studio space. 
 
She says her artwork is semi-autobiographical: large-scale paintings and sculptures focused on women, 
migrants and refugees, with references to the Italian Renaissance, Iraqi architectural design and 
Japanese woodcuts. Most of her work uses repeating images of women. 
 
"I see them as a collective of women," she says. "I feel almost like I'm building an army of fierce women." 
 



Hayv Kahraman's work has been shown in Dubai art galleries, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
and the American Embassy in Baghdad. This fall, her work is exhibited at the Jack Shainman Gallery in 
New York, ICA Boston and the Johnson Museum at Cornell University. 

 

 
 

"Migrant 3" (2010). Hayv Kahraman/Courtesy of the artist; Jack Shainman Gallery, New York; Velmetter, Los Angeles; The Third 
Line, Dubai 

 
Kahraman says she survived a physically abusive relationship, and that informed some of her work. 
 
"If you look at my early work, you'll notice the women are performing these very overtly violent acts," 
Kahraman says. "I remember I had people come to me and say, 'Why are you painting this violence? 
What's going on? Are you OK?' And I would say, 'Yeah, of course, I'm fine.' But it was not until years later 
where I started looking back and finally realizing and admitting to myself that I was in an abusive 
relationship at the time, and this was an outlet for me to speak out." 
 
"It's very chilling and still very new to me, but it's not something that I can hide," she says. "It's affected 
[my] work, and it's affected who I am and how I think about things, and this is why I need to create agency 
for her. This is why she's repeated over and over again, because she needs a voice." 

 

 
 

"Three Women Hanging" (2008). Hayv Kahraman/Courtesy of the artist; Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, Velmetter, Los Angeles; 
The Third Line, Dubai 



 
Kahraman painted images of women self-immolating or hanging themselves or having been hanged. She 
says they form a small series titled Honor Killings: "Women being killed in the name of honor, either by 
their brother or their father, because they were raped and got pregnant," she says. 
 
"The way I worked at the time was: I'd put on the news and listen to these various really violent stories 
and I'd be inspired and feel an affinity," she says. "That would be translated into these paintings. So this 
was about women in Kurdistan, in the Kurdish region in Northern Iraq, setting themselves on fire because 
they could not stand their existence." 
 

 
 

"Icosahedral Body" (2013). Hayv Kahraman/Courtesy of the artist; Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, Velmetter, Los Angeles; The 
Third Line, Dubai 

 
Kahraman says when she and her ex-husband split, she began to make wooden 3D sculptures of her 
own body parts. "At the time I was really interested in anatomical dissections of bodies," she says. "I 
started thinking it's interesting to look at my body from the inside and the outside." 
 
She says one of her neighbors in Oakland, another artist, used to make high-definition 3D scans of 
inanimate objects in Greece and Egypt. She asked him to scan her entire body. She remembers having 
to stand very still inside the scanner. 
 
"It's very, very accurate," she says. "Every time the scan would start, a red light would run through from 
the top of my head to the bottom. ... It was an intensive process of about eight hours of two sessions. But 
it was interesting in itself, being in a place of submissiveness. But at the end, I had a 3D scan of my body 
with a 0.3 mm accuracy that I could rotate, cut, dissect, play with in any way I wanted to on the 
computer." 
 
Using the MRI-type scan and 3D modeling software, she got images of 542 slices of cross sections of her 
body. She used them as blueprints to make wood cutouts shaped like triangles, pentagons and 
decahedrons. "It was about dismantling something and a rebirth of sorts," she says. 
 



 
 

"Not Quite Human 2" (2019). Hayv Kahraman/Courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 

 
Her current work is titled Not Quite Human: paintings of women contorting themselves, bending 
backwards and staring at the viewer. 
 
"It's crazy if you Google 'contortionist' online, the majority of images are women," she says. "And most of 
them are pornographic as well. They're essentially bending backwards ... it's a very submissive act. It's 
very violent... but there is a power there. She's returning the gaze. She knows that is what you want her to 
be. And she's giving it to you. ... There's a subversion there within the gaze." 
 
Kahraman says the women in her paintings are numb to the pain of being placed in the role of the "other." 
She says they are minorities or refugees, denigrated to second-class citizenship. 
 
"If you're stripped from all of your juridical rights, if you are not allowed any voice to speak, if you're not 
considered human enough, what do you have left?" she says. "Your body. Your body is the only thing that 
you have control over, and that could be a site of resistance. Your body can become a voice to speak 
against these systemic structures of power that hold you down. And I think this is the core of what I'm 
trying to do here." 
 
For one exhibition of this collection, Kahraman worked with 12 dancers from California Institute for the 
Arts, who performed around the paintings. She has her own memories of ballet school in Baghdad when 
she was young. 
 
"We'd have lessons in the morning, and then in the afternoon we'd have three or four hours of rigorous 
training in ballet choreography form, and it was no joke," she says. "Because of this, I was able and still 
am able to dislocate my shoulder and my thigh bone. I remember I used to perform this to my friends and 
family, and they would look away in disgust. 
 
"But I found it really interesting how a deformity became a spectacle, how something becomes othered. 
So I'm really interested in that moment where you're supposedly normal, but then you become abnormal, 
or you're not human enough, or you're othered." 
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Hayv Kahraman, “Not Quite Human 1”

(2019), oil on linen, 60 1/4 x 90 3/8 x 2

1/8 inches (all images courtesy of the

artist)

Hayv Kahraman, “Untitled” (2019), oil on

linen, 104 x 79 inches

“he” i a nude female �gure, the protagonit in Hav
Kahraman’ work. In a new od of work exhiited at Jack
hainman Galler, Not Quite Human, “he” take on the role
of a contortionit, omeone whoe movement are non-
normative, who end her od into a variet of extreme
poition. Kahraman’ painting imultaneoul conve
eroticim, humiliation, and umiion, while “he” confront
the viewer with a calm expreion, compelling u to
acknowledge the potential pleaure of viewing her od in a
poition of pain.

“he” perform another role a well, one Kahraman frequentl explore in her work,
that of the non-White, immigrant woman. orn in aghdad in 1981, at 11 Kahraman
�ed to weden a a refugee with her famil. he went on to tud art in Ital efore
ettling in the U. “he” i a repone to colonialit, to uro-centric tandard of
eaut (with her ivor �eh, long lim, and jet-lack hair), and to Kahraman’
peronal experience of migration. Kahraman poke with Hperallergic aout her
creation of “he,” a well a trauma, colonialit, and phical and emotional pain. 

Hperallergic: Where did “he” come from? How did ou create
her?

Hav Kahraman: he wa orn in Ital, a pace urrounded
 a ver uro-centric wa of thinking and elieving. I pent
aout four ear in Ital and I wa completel engulfed 
that aethetic and the whole piel of the Renaiance. I think
of that time a eing under the pell of colonialit, of thinking
and elieving and wanting to ecome White. I wa hanging
out with a unch of people who adored and tudied the old
technique of the Renaiance. We would cop the Old Mater
painting and we’d roam the mueum all over Ital, adoring
thi particular aethetic to the point where ou would forget
other aethetic. That’ where thi �gure tarted emerging. 

INTRVIW

Challenging tereotpe  Contorting the Female Form
Hav Kahraman’ painting compel viewer to acknowledge the potential pleaure of
viewing contorted odie in a poition of pain.

Lizzy Vartanian Collier September 9, 2019

http://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/hayv/
https://globalsocialtheory.org/concepts/colonialitymodernity/
https://hyperallergic.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/interviews/
https://hyperallergic.com/author/lizzy-vartanian-collier/
https://hyperallergic.com/date/2019/09/09/


Hayv Kahraman, “Bend 3” (2019), oil on

panel, 50 x 50 x 2 1/2 inches

Hayv Kahraman, “Not Quite Human

Drawing 8” (2019), watercolor on paper

It wa alo a precariou time in m life. I wa in m earl 20
— ou’re �guring out who ou are. I wa alo in a relationhip

that wa auive; creating thi �gure gave me trength to have the voice that I did not
have at the time. There were a lot of thing that were crewed up peronall in m life,
ut alo it’ the pell of colonialit. [Thi i] what everod — not onl White kid
ut alo rown kid — are taught to think. That’ where “he” came out. I feel like
“he” tarted evolving more and more a I left Ital and moved to the United tate
and thi wa a completel di�erent pace.

H: I rememer going to New York and, depite coming from
London, eing hocked aout how multicultural it i.

HK: Imagine going from London to a mall uuran town 30
minute outide Phoenix, Arizona. It’ ver extreme coming
from Florence. That wa a maive hock. ut “he” needed to
e in that environment, too. “he” needed to �ourih. I would
turn the new on, peci�call from the Middle at. I would
liten to the new contantl, and ou’d hear thee torie of
female genital mutilation happening in Northern Iraq or
honor killing, and thee variou women who have een
conumed  thi extreme violence. I would gra onto thee
torie and reall relate to them on a ver peronal level. 

That kind of evolved
into the work. The
earl work i almot
didacticall violent [in
it iconograph]. I
needed to give her that
expreion from the
auterit of eing in
Arizona, the extremit
of eing in that
environment, and alo
the peronal. “he”
tarted evolving from
there, going from thi
ver violent place, and
I tarted reading more
on pot-colonialit.
lowl I tarted

realizing — particularl through Walter Mignolo’ work — that’ where “he” came
from, and that’ wh “he” look the wa he doe. That white diaphanou �eh come
from a colonized mind. It alo drove me into thinking aout how I can ue thi
knowledge to [get to] a place where I can reit that colonialit. I tarted hifting the
wa I think aout thing in term of painting; I would inject thee [uro-centric]
aethetic we are all accutomed to thinking are eautiful and then uvert that. The
idea i to catch the gaze of the audience, uing Renaiance tool a deco.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Mignolo


Hayv Kahraman, “Not Quite Human 6”

(2019), oil on linen, 32 1/8 x 25 3/8 x3

1/8 inches

H: I’m intereted in the phicalit of “he.” In ome of our earlier work he i contorted
into tight pace of a houe, and in thi new work “he” i in ome craz poe. Can ou tell
me a little aout that?

HK: It’ intereting that ou mention the one in houe ecaue I hadn’t necearil
thought of a connection, ut to connect thoe two make complete ene. I did a
performance in LA that involved working with 12 dancer. That made me tart
thinking aout how to ring thee �gure into realit and how the can move and
ecome alive. I tarted thinking aout how our odie occup the pace around u and
how a twited od can reall trigger variou ene in the audience. 

When I wa growing up in aghdad, I went to a muic and
allet chool, where after chool ou’d have rigorou training
in allet. ecaue of thi I wa ale to dilocate m houlder
and m thighone, o I ued to ue thi deformit to perform
to m friend and famil. The would look awa in digut or
expre a ene of pain, and that’ what ignited thi whole
od of work and how alterit i perceived. Then I tarted
reearching contortionim and contortionit and digging
deeper into the twiting and ending of the od. Much more
than the previou architectural piece, which deal with
dometicit and pulic pace in a more literal wa, thi od
of work mae i even more violent and i ver corporeal.
What ou have i jut the od that i violentl ending and
twiting. 

There are man wa that ou can read thi work, one of
which i in term of exualit. There’ thi fetihization when
an audience ee a female od ending; if ou Google
“women contortionit” ou’ll ee a lot of pornograph. And

with eroticization there’ exoticization, o ou have thi exotic freak female who i
dangerou, performing in thi circu pace. You can delve into that wa of looking at
the work, ut there’ alo the idea of contorting oneelf to �t within ome ort of
larger tem of power and thi ha more to do with idea of aimilation and
colonialit and [W...] Du oi’ “doule concioune,” where he talk [in The
oul of lack Folk, 1903] aout looking at ourelf through the ee of the other. I love
thi phrae. In thi cae the other i the Gloal North, o looking at ourelf through
the White patriarch, if ou will. A an immigrant or refugee, I feel extreme a�nit
with thi wa of thinking, moving to weden, eing rown, and o di�erent from
everone around me. The wa I knew how to urvive that wa to aimilate, it wa to
ecome what the wede wanted me to ecome. In order to ecome that I needed to
learn what the wanted me to ecome, to undertand the wa that the looked at me. 

H: When I look at the poition that “he” i in within thi new od of work, it eem quite
painful, ut her face appear a though he’ not othered aout it. Do ou ever think aout
the idea of pain?

HK: You’re right, there’ a ene of numne there. The numne come from the
deception of ourelf, thi kind of eraing or training ourelf to not feel. I feel like
once ou train ourelf to ecome omeod ele, ou loe who ou are or who ou



Hayv Kahraman, “Not Quite Human

Drawing 4” (2019), watercolor on paper,

11 x 9 1/2 inches

Hayv Kahraman, “Five Court Compound”

(2013), oil on wood, 121 x 172 inches

think ou are, at leat. A coping mechanim i thi kind of
glazing over thing. If ou were ale to allow ourelf to feel
pain, it i o extreme and traumatic that ou might not e ale
to urvive that pain. M therapit a ou need to reak in
order to heal, and in order to reak ou need to feel pain.

H: ut a lot of people go through trauma and never peak of it
their whole live.

HK: xactl. I feel like the �gure have oth ide there. There
i a ene of numne ut there’ alo a ene of reitance.
The fact that the’re returning the gaze i, in itelf, ver
powerful.

H: ven their poition
are ver powerful. The
fact that the’re ale to
end o dramaticall and
can phicall lift each
other up — their poture
i ver powerful.

HK: There’ an
intereting kind of

polarit there, right? ecaue ou have thi extreme kind of humiliating, umiive
wa of contorting our od, ut then there’ alo power in that. I think that power
come from that ver ene of otherne, ecaue ou’re looking at her and ou’re like,
“How doe he do thi. I can’t do thi, thi i extremel powerful, ut, oh m goh,
in’t it painful?”

H: o it’ like the’re tricking the viewer ut the’re alo tricking themelve. 

HK: Ye, exactl. 

H: I there anthing ele ou wanted to talk aout?

HK: I liked how ou talked aout pain, ecaue when ou talk aout healing that
colonial wound, pain i involved. I think uconcioul that i wh I wa gravitating
toward thee image of contortionit, ecaue I would feel that [pain], and
ultimatel, within all of m work there’ thi ene of repair and mending, of mending
thi colonial wound, of eing othered [a] a refugee-cum-immigrant, and having to
urvive thoe extreme place.  

Hav Kahraman: Not Quite Human continue at Jack hainman Galler (513 Wet 20th
treet and 524 Wet 24th treet, Chelea, Manhattan) through through Octoer 26.

http://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/hayv/


Hayv Kahraman, “Cyborg 2” (2019),

steel, wood and oil on linen, 8 1/8

diameter x 21 inches long
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September 20, 2019 
By Paul Laster 

 

5 Must-See New York Shows by Women Artists 
From Loie Hollowell at Pace to Amy Sherald at Hauser & Wirth, these 

exhibitions should be on everyone’s list 
 
From Chelsea to midtown, women artists are kicking off the fall season with some of the strongest art 
exhibitions in town. Ranging from Loie Hollowell’s interpretations of motherhood with her abstract 
canvases at Pace to Sarah Sze’s mixed-media installations that encompass the whole space at Tanya 
Bonakdar Gallery, we round up five must-see solo shows to add to your cultural calendar. 
 

 
 

Hayv Kahraman, The Contortionist 1, 2019. Courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Hayv Kahraman: Not Quite Human 
Jack Shainman Gallery 
Through October 26 
 
An Iraqi refugee who fled her homeland as a child with her family during the first Gulf War, Hayv 
Kahraman grew up in Sweden and studied art in Italy before finally settling in the U. S. Referencing her 
wartime trauma and status as an immigrant who could never fully belong to a homogenous society, 
Kahraman uses the female figure as a metaphor for expressing her pain. Employing elements of 
calligraphy, Italian Renaissance painting, Japanese printmaking, and illuminated Arab manuscripts, she 
paints exotic women who are both submissive and fierce. 
 
In her double show at Shainman’s two Chelsea locations, the L.A.-based artist uses the repeated figures 
of performing contortionists in sheer, patterned outfits to represent the dehumanizing aspect of bending 
over backward in order to be accepted. The Contortionist 1 presents an exotic seductress with her body 
jackknifed over her head, while The Tower strangely captures five contorted women stacked on top of 

http://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/hayv/


one another to create a disturbing centipede-like sculpture. The boundaries between drawing, painting, 
and sculpture are further blurred in a series of Persian miniatures with intertwined figures and painted 
metal air ducts, which are both physically frightening and erotically charged. 
 



 

 
 

 
 

September 3, 2019 
By Caroline Goldstein and Sarah Cascone 

 

21 New York Gallery Shows You Won’t Want to Miss 
This Fall, From Amy Sherald at Hauser & Wirth to 

Joe Zucker at Marlborough 
Here's a taste of what's opening this season in the Big Apple. 

 
It’s that time of year again… back to school, back to work, and back to the galleries. With so many 
venues, it can be daunting to try to figure out what’s worth your time and Instagram attention. So we’ve 
put together a handy list of the shows we’re most looking forward to this season. Happy gallery hopping!  
 
“Hayv Kahraman: Not Quite Human” at Jack Shainman Gallery 
September 5–October 26 
 

 
 

A work by Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery. 

 
For Iraqi-born, Los Angeles-based artist Hayv Kahraman’s fourth solo show at Jack Shainman, she turns 
her attention to the physical and mental contortions demanded of women by internal and external forces. 
Her work addresses how those designated as “other” engage with the world around them. 
Jack Shainman is located at 513 West 20th Street and 524 West 24th Street. 
 

 

 

https://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/hayv/
http://www.artnet.com/galleries/jack-shainman-gallery/


SHELTER  / ART  &  COLLECTIBLES

HHooww  TThhiiss  AArrttiisstt  IIss  UUssiinngg  FFeemmaallee  CCoonnttoorrttiioonniissttss
ttoo  RReepprreesseenntt  tthhee  PPlliigghhtt  ooff  MMiinnoorriittiieess
Hayv Kahraman’s paintings of distorted bodies are a metaphor for the “other.”
BY  J U L I E  B E LC OV E  ON  AUGU ST  4 ,  2 0 1 9

In Hayv Kahraman’s new paintings of female contortionists, women’s heads arch backward to meet their buttocks
or thighs; sometimes their bent bodies are piled one on top of another, like a toddler’s stacking toy. As intriguing to
Kahraman as their feats, however, are viewers’ reactions to such flexibility: amazement, yes, but also disgust at the

Cour tesy  of   Jack  Sha inman Ga l lery

figures’ unnatural elasticity. “Bodies can be seen as not human enough,” she says. It’s a potent metaphor for the
plight of the “other,” whether racial minorities or immigrants.

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjsuIZ1jDhSmoSzbdvuFMTclgNmC_J56ItVHrQFI46vGiPjv_deYAQ9Aw7vfZ7eol0b26iyOaxlfGH6horSn_N1dRRNlAkkSX7CTFQC6JFiqY5e2v1uYQJIrxm_VcnBhgzidMkEMQJP2y47UJhp--1VF0i7HQAvwGTrXv-LOFfXzmqQUrledR901K5nHZk660bcPf6uzZ8TXPNNUyHOQ-TIDcIYVPj2-rDNo6sC2l3GU4uIl0i3O2OMnytL8me5a9e0UCshg4C2W24w&sig=Cg0ArKJSzA6VFdqT1zjP&adurl=https://pages.email.robbreport.com/signup/%3Fsource%3DHouse
https://robbreport.com/shelter/
https://robbreport.com/shelter/art-collectibles/
https://robbreport.com/author/julie-belcove/
https://robbreport.com/?s


The paintings, which will be on view in a solo exhibition at Jack Shainman Gallery in New York opening September
5, evolved from a performance piece Kahraman created last year in LA, her adopted home. Working with a dozen
dancers triggered memories of her childhood ballet classes in Baghdad, before she fled Iraq with her family at age
10 in 1992. Kahraman had the ability to dislocate her shoulder and hip. “I used this deformity as spectacle,” she
says. “I would show it off and say, ‘Look at me.’ ”

But flaunting physical differences can have the unintended consequence of turning a person into a freak show, a
feeling Kahraman experienced as a brown-skinned refugee in Sweden. “The only way I could survive that context
and environment was to assimilate—to look at what people want me to be and be that,” she says. “For me, these
bending bodies—specifically, backwards—that extreme, almost violent act is reminiscent of contorting yourself and
your identity to the majority, to the power.”

HHaayyvv  KKaahhrraammaann’’ss  TThhee  CCoonnttoorrttiioonniisstt  11,,  22001199  
Cour tesy  of   Jack  Sha inman Ga l lery

The female figures that appear throughout her oeuvre—avatars for the artist—are ghostly transparent in these 
latest works, save for their thick black hair and bright red lips. Kahraman says she was motivated by her status as 
an Arab woman and the peculiar, seemingly oxymoronic twin sensations of standing out from a crowd while being 
certain no one is really seeing her. “I’m interested in how my skin can become super- hyper-visible,” she says. “I 
feel it every time I land in Sweden—everybody’s looking at me because of my skin, my hair, but I’m completely 
invisible in terms of who I am.”

While the paintings are large—most are at least five feet tall, some almost nine—Kahraman also plans to include 
several small-scale drawings of the same motif in the show. The series continues her pursuit of what she calls
“archiving memories” to preserve her sense of self. “It’s very urgent for me to recover my biography,” she says, 
“which I feel is being erased.”

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjsvoEKzT9y-6Savl9G1t8dX65Gv3rodFChoxqyDPlsZU1u8BXs6qT2t8l_htnQOfP50adRGHPXTjlkDcOqWgS-4JM_uZ6VGcSsJjd2HOJFugLnLJ0dVwHWgf3aRZEtT0ovPtLth44fdBeBTY24fJMYobJa9fRH7HtEvH7vfQBs7uUpqtVutGncDiEYunuq8lKHmqcDkVkIMjyVRqnmlOAuQqaWusgTVNK8AsU9LyxW8_22OmTo7QINyEq59n4Ou5qo0hzdY0OV2oOQ&sig=Cg0ArKJSzALOcgp_r0Rk&adurl=https://pages.email.robbreport.com/signup/%3Fsource%3DHouse
http://jackshainman.com/


HHaayyvv  KKaahhrraammaann’’ss  aarrttwwoorrkk  UUnnttiittlleedd,,  22001199  
Cour tesy  of   Jack  Sha inman Ga l lery
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5 Art Books That Will 
Immediately Upgrade 
Your Coffee Table

These tomes from Central Asia to the Middle East are just as beautiful to read 
as they are to admire

HAYV KAHRAMAN: PROJECT SERIES 52
A visual souvenir that charts the artistic practice of Los Angeles-based Iraqi 
artist Hayv Kahraman, this book accompanies an eponymous exhibition 
featuring new works at California’s Pomona College Museum of Art, running 
from September until December. Featuring artworks and performance texts, 
it gives a fuller sense of the 37-year-old artist and her life as an Iraqi emigrant 
as she journeyed through Sweden and the US, sometimes feeling like she’s
“flickering in and out of multiple worlds,” as she writes. Her figurative
paintings depicting a singular woman with pale skin and black hair, and wall
works, are thoughtful meditations on gender identity and being colonised.
Her oeuvre ranges from Persian miniatures and Japanese illustrations to
Italian Renaissance paintings, with her most recent works incorporating a
weaving technique drawn from Iraqi hand-woven fans called mahaffa. It’s
fascinating to see such riveting images born of the chaos and sense of
displacement that consume Kahraman. Out this September, this book with its
propulsive style is a definite page-turner.

https://www.harpersbazaararabia.com/fashion/editorials/bazaar-icons-2018-the-first-families-of-music
https://www.harpersbazaararabia.com/fashion/the-news/chanel-to-show-at-met-this-december


In 1991, when the Baghdad-born artist Hayv Kahraman was ten, she was part 

of the mass exodus of Kurds fleeing Iraq to escape Saddam Hussein’s brutal 

regime. She remembers sitting in a car with her mother and sister, stuck in 

almost-immobile traffic as they approached Iran from Sulamaniyah. The 50-

mile journey took 11 days. They ran out of both gas and food on the voyage, to 
the point where she sliced a cashew into quarters and pocketed it for 
safekeeping. Then they discovered the border was closed and the family had to 
turn around. It would be another year before her mother hired a smuggler, who 
helped them reach Sweden, where the artist lived as a teenager.

“The main thing I can access from that time is these masses of bodies on the 
move,” said Kahraman, who is Kurdish on her mother’s side. “I remember 
seeing this constant flow of bodies from the car window, knowing that we were 
lucky just to have a car.”

Masses of bodies, somewhere between a pile-up and a huddle, show up in 
different forms in Silence is Gold at Susanne Vielmetter (until 27 October), the 
artist’s first gallery show in Los Angeles where she is based. Kahraman 
previously had three shows with Jack Shainman in New York and is also getting 
museum attention, with a solo show at the Contemporary Art Museum, St 
Louis last year and a project room now at the Pomona College Museum of Art, 
through 22 December.

Hayv Kahraman on the Kurdish exodus—and 
the trouble with humanitarian campaigns
The Baghdad-born, Los Angeles-based artist talks about the 
impetus for her new work at Susanne Vielmetter
JORI FINKEL
21st September 2018 22:03 GMT
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Courtesy of Susanne Vielmetter, Los Angeles

Hayv Kahraman, The Audience (2018) Courtesy of Susanne Vielmetter, Los Angeles

She has rendered crowds of women and also individual portraits in her 
recognisably stylised manner: curvy, pale-skinned, dark-haired beauties that 

look like Botticelli’s Venus as seen through the eyes of Japanese ukiyo-e 
artists. She has also placed a few crumpled-looking carpet cut-outs the size of 

her own body, rugs handmade in Iran, Afghanistan and Kurdistan, in odd 
spots of the gallery. Like the paintings, these “oriental” carpets use 
seductively patterned and colored surfaces to point to an uglier reality: the 
refugee’s loss of identity, individuality and voice.

This exhibition also reflects the artist’s research into the exploitative 
strategies and images of modern humanitarian aid campaigns. Because of her 

research-based process, she calls her work “semi-autobiographical—I go 
beyond my own memories.” In particular, she became fascinated by a relief 
concert staged in 1991, The Simple Truth: A Concert for Kurdish Refugees. As 
she explained, “I found this weird Live Aid campaign, staged in multiple 
Western cities across the world, where celebrities like Whitney Houston, MC 

Hammer and Sting performed against this image and video backdrop of 
impoverished brown Kurdish bodies.”
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“From that I started questioning: How do we mediate images in these 
humanitarian campaigns, these images of 'suffering others', in a way that 
doesn’t strip them of all their dignity and in a way that allows them a voice?” 
She also started looking into the ways that women’s sexuality has been used 
as a tool for raising money—“selling your body for charity” as she put it.

Hayv Kahraman, The Appeal 11 and The Appeal 12 (2018) Courtesy of Susanne Vielmetter, Los Angeles

For one series in the show, a set of 15 new paintings called The Appeal, she has 

painted women in the sort of sexually suggestive poses she found in an 
Oxfam print campaign. But instead of waving some marketing brochure or 
photo, each woman in her paintings holds a mahaffa, a fan woven from palm 

fronds that is a symbol of Iraq and a recurring image in Kahraman’s work.

Nearby, at the entrance of the show, the 2018 painting on linen Donation 
Mouth, features the face of a heavy-browed, heavy-lidded, vaguely Middle 
Eastern-looking woman whose tongue has essentially been cut out—a strip of 

linen has been removed from where her mouth should be. The show’s title, 

lifted from the popular saying “speech is silver, but silence is gold,” seems 

especially pointed in this context, suggesting that refugees gain currency or 

value for being seen and not heard.

The end of the exhibition makes Kahraman’s idea of sexual-image trafficking 

in the name of philanthropy even more explicit. Hanging on one wall, in 

column formation, are seven small paintings showing close-ups of labial 

folds. Only in place of each vaginal opening, the artist has used an x-acto 

knife to cut one of her slits.
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Looking at the paintings, Kahraman said she toyed with the idea of inserting 
an actual dollar bill into the slots. No need. It is clear that the women in these 
paintings, or rather the mediated images of fragments of women, are 
spreading their legs for money. The title is explicit too: Pussy Donation Boxes.

“I’ve shown a lot in the Middle East and there’s still an element of censorship 

there—they don’t want any nipples or vaginas,” she said. “My work is not just 

about being shocking, but I love that here I’m free to do anything I want.”

Hayv Kahraman, Pussy Donation Boxes (2018)  Courtesy of Susanne Vielmetter, Los Angeles
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Hayv Kahraman's "The Appeal 1" (2018). (Jeff McLane / Susanne Vielmetter)

Hayv Kahraman’s paintings of Kurdish women at Susanne Vielmetter Los Angeles
Projects are exceedingly delicate and subtle — until they’re not. Kahraman, herself a
Kurdish refugee from Iraq, paints raven-haired, ruby-lipped, ivory-skinned beauties
in a flat, graphic style that draws from Persian miniatures and Japanese woodblock
prints. But the beauty of these pictures is undercut by the uncanny recognition that
all of the women look alike. Various “slots” cut into the surfaces of the paintings
further disrupt the illusion.



The women all look the same because they are all avatars of the artist. In some
images, such as “Bodies #1,” they appear as migrants, draped in variously patterned
shawls and carrying small black boxes. The loss of their homeland doesn’t seem to
bother these women; they all have the same placid expression. They might as well be
faceless.

In other images, the women appear beneath golden spotlights, as if on stage. In “The
Celebrity,” a trio of women stands behind a large brown box. The box has a slot in it
that is actually cut out of the surface of the painting. This opening suggests a
donation box, and the spotlights refer to the display of refugee images — often
disturbing ones — to spur charitable giving. But these lovely, languid women are
hardly pitiable.



Hayv Kahraman's "The Celebrity" (2018). (Robert Wedemeyer / Susanne Vielmetter)

In replacing the usual images of suffering refugees with these decorous ladies,
Kahraman runs the risk of trivializing refugees’ travails, but she also attempts to
short-circuit stereotypical images and question the motives behind our charity.

By replacing objects of pity with pretty ladies, she points to the sexual and Orientalist
undertones of charity fundraising. The images reveal assumptions behind our role as
Western saviors. We “help” these people not only because they are fellow humans in
need, but because we find their stories titillating and because it makes us feel better
about ourselves.

If this relationship isn’t obvious in the group pictures, it becomes exceedingly clear in
several images of individual women. In “Boob Gold,” a donation slot pierces the
canvas between a woman’s breasts. Other, smaller paintings provide close-up views
of more “donation slots” in a mouth and in between the legs. These images are
unambiguous in their indictment of the relationship between fundraising and
sexualized exploitation.

In a similar vein, strewn throughout the galleries are Persian carpets cut into lifesize
silhouettes of the artist. They lie folded and crumpled, or leaning against a wall as if
discarded. Perhaps even more pointed than the paintings, they capture the tangle of
bodies, stereotypes and disrespect roiling beneath the surface of past and current
debates over refugees and asylum.



Casey Lesser Aug 27, 2018 3:54 pm

T
hink, for a second, if you could name one essential product or tool that
you could not do your job without.

It’s a tough question, but it’s particularly difficult to answer if your work relies
on your creativity and artistic skill. Have you ever thought about what type of
oils a famous painter favors, or what kind of plaster works best? Or, perhaps, if
sinking money into expensive brushes or paper is even worth it?

Given that prominent artists today are celebrated for their ideas and execution,
we’re more likely to pick their brains for their motives and meaning behind
their work, rather than their preferred brand of oil pastel, or which household
item is integral to their practice. We savor the details of artists’ inspirations and

We asked a smattering of artists—from deft painters and sculptors to new
media innovators and conceptual masters—to tell us about their favorite art
materials, and how they’ve propelled (and in some cases, even inspired) their
practices. While many have clear preferences, others asserted that their work
does not rely on a single item, or mentioned objects that you’d never �nd in a
art supply store. Below, we share their responses, ranging from beloved paint
tubes to a homemade concoction inspired by the chemical makeup of the
human body.



Belgian linen, Libeco batch 17

Hayv Kahraman

e one constant material in Hayv Kahraman’s practice has been linen, the
substrate she uses for her elegant paintings of women that are informed by
research and her experiences as an Iraqi refugee. It’s not just any linen, though
—since 2009, she’s been sourcing it directly from the Belgian linen wholesaler
Libeco. “ is linen has a tight weave with very little knots, and that’s hard to
�nd,” she explained.

She currently uses the textile from batch 17, which corresponds to the year the
�ax was harvested and manufactured. “ e amount of sun and rain the crops
get that speci�c year will determine the hue of the linen,” Kahraman explained
(for example, more rain causes a bluish tint; more sun, a yellow tint). For many
years, she preferred linen with the warmer hue (made of crops from 2004), but
as it became more difficult to source, she’s had to use a more recent batch.

True to the artist’s smart, research-intensive practice, the linen holds
conceptual signi�cance, as well. Linen was introduced in 16th-century Venice
as an alternative to canvas that was better suited to the climate and easier to
roll up and transport. Given its close ties to Western art, Kahraman sees it as “a

surface in which I can dispute European concepts of power,” she explained.
“So it becomes a material to decolonize. It’s also a common and familiar
material for our Western eyes to digest that then serves as the perfect decoy for 
me to speak about brown bodies and subjectivities.” Additionally, she chooses 
to keep much of the linen bare (not gessoed or painted) because it reminds her 
of “the color of Iraqi sand.”
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An Iraqi Artist Bears Witness to the Trauma of 
Displacement 
Hayv Kahraman, a half-Kurdish Iraqi and naturalized Swede living in the US, is no stranger to 

identity politics. 

Sharmistha Ray November 26, 2017 

Hayv Kahraman, "Mahaffa 1" (2017), oil on linen, 35 x 25 inches (all Images courtesy of Hayv Kahraman and Jack 

Shainman Gallery) 



















































Biswas, Allison.  “Ladies in Waiting: Glass meets seminal Iraqi artist Hayv Kahraman.” Glass Magazine.  Issue 28.  Winter 2016: 
pp. 122-127, illustrated.



Biswas, Allison.  “Ladies in Waiting: Glass meets seminal Iraqi artist Hayv Kahraman.” Glass Magazine.
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PENETRATING  THE

Hayv Kahraman’s latest body of work offers an acute 
and eloquent portrayal of the violence of sound. Brooke Lynn 
McGowan visits the artist at her studio and learns how trauma 
can ignite music, painting and reconciliation

(Detail) Search (Five Steps). 2016. 
Oil on linen. 223.5 x 101.6 cm.
Right: (Detail) Untitled (1). 2016. Oil 
on linen. 81.3 x 81.3 cm.

TheARTIST
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“ I  W O U L D  N E V E R  B E  A B L E 

T O  S A Y  I ’ M  A M E R I C A N ; 

I R A Q I - A M E R I C A N  D O E S  N O T 

F E E L  R I G H T ;  I ’ M  A L M O S T 

M O R E  C O M F O R T A B L E 

S A Y I N G  A N  I R A Q I - S W E D E 

B U T  T H A T ’ S  A L S O 

I N C O R R E C T  A T  T H I S  P O I N T 

I N  M Y  L I F E .  I F  I  S A Y  I ’ M 

I R A Q I ,  H O W  I R A Q I  A M  I ? 

H a y v  K a h r a m a n

(Detail) Search (Ask one prisoner 
to come close to translate for 
another). 2016. Oil on linen. 188 x 
188 cm.

TheARTIST
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AAll leaving contains a betrayal.  None more so than that of the 
refugee, whose exilic longing, a pleasure and a pain, contains the 
doubling of nostalgia and trauma, wounds where at once place, 
past and present are all foreign lands.

Glendale, California: a suburb merged at the Northeastern 
edge of Los Angeles’ landscape of disappointed promises. Palm 
trees, strip malls, and gritty sunshine give way to ranch style single 
family homes, Spanish-tiled roofs, and then, suddenly, on the left, 
an indistinct offi ce park: a small labyrinth of low-level, black-
fronted, mirrored, sharp-edge structures sat upon the asphalt 
expanse of a nearly deserted parking lot. Here, like the covert 
operations headquarters of a military clandestine service, can be 
found the unmarked studio of the young Iraqi-cum-American 
artist, Hayv Kahraman, evident only through a single open door.     

Writing in 1932, Antonin Artaud, the surrealist provocateur 
and author of the ‘Theater of Cruelty’, penned a letter to his friend 
André Rolland de Renéville, stating: “Herewith a … drawing in 
which what is called the subjectile betrayed me.” The subjectile, 
that support—whether canvas, linen, paper, or none of the 
above—Jacques Derrida notes, takes “the place of the subject or of 
the object being neither one nor the other.” For Artaud, this 
betrayal of the substrate demands punishment, as he continues, 
elsewhere, “The fi gures on the page said nothing under my hand. 
They offered themselves to me … that I could probe … shred, tear 
up, without the subjectile ever complaining through my father and 
mother.”  

Piercing the page, stabbing or defi ling it: Artaud’s violation of 
the fi gures on his deceptive substrate, so often understood as 
succubi—dangerous and deceitful feminine shapes—recalls the 
punished forms of Kahraman’s own female fi gures, in a series of 
canvases prepared for her upcoming solo show at The Third Line, 
Dubai, entitled Audible Inaudible. They too are probed, pierced, 
stabbed, and violated. Pale, demure forms, they too are 
uncomplaining. But if they betray, it is in the portrayal of the 
psychic trauma of the exilic, exotic feminine subject which marks 
all of Kahraman’s oeuvre, evolving, in this most recent body work, 
to the presentation of vicious, open, sonic wounds—wounds that 
cannot heal. “I want them to be seductive,” the artist says, as we 
stand in her studio, surrounded on all sides by a reiterated bevy of 
images of a dark-haired sumptuous female, clad in fl at areas of 
patterned textiles recalling Islamic geometries. Each carefully 
prepared Belgian linen surface adopts a different pose or persona, 
each body interrupted by a regular series of angular cuts, slits, 
violations, and indices of a trauma.  

Drawing at turns upon the lavish forms and faint gestures of 
Italian Renaissance painting, the fl at spaces and graphic outlines of 
Japanese woodblocks, and the delicate narratives of Arabic 
illuminated manuscripts, Kahraman’s tableaux often challenge the 
viewer with deeply personal and profoundly traumatic mis-en-
scene. While gaining attention in 2006 for a Sumi ink-on-paper 
series, including Honour Killing, with huab-clad fi gures hung from 
the barren branches of a tree, or the split bodies of women, merged 
at the torso, lynched, each holding the other’s noose, Kahraman’s 
oeuvre brandishes either condemning displays of terrifying 
violence—from the horrors of war to female genital mutilation—
or, alternately, viscerally charged vignettes of mundane, quotidian 
proportions that have aptly been classifi ed by curator Bassam El 
Baroni as gestures of ‘micro-feminism’: the resistance to 
domination of the colloquial, the lived, and the everyday.  Like the 
2010 Pins and Needles series, these works betray as they portray a 
contemporary hieroglyphic lexicon of postures of pain, which 
contemporary society would prefer to cover over rather than admit. 
And like the artist’s Marionette series, oil on linen from 2008, the 

feminine is, pointing back towards Artaud’s masochistic Surrealism 
just as much as Hans Bellmer’s decomposed dolls, always enacting 
the subject position of the mutilated, disjointed, and torn apart. 
The female, again hung, this time by slender puppet strings, then 
becomes not as much passive as unable to complain, because 
denied all but the fi ction of agency. A refugee as well as the survivor 
of an abusive marriage, Kahraman comments, “The 
dismemberment is very personal.” The psychic trauma of the 
surreal screams her name.

Or a name she calls her own; over the past decade the oeuvre of 
this shipwrecked denizen of the Western sunset has gained 
considerable subtly, while losing none of its potency nor visceral 
socio-political address. However, even as the artist’s work advances, 
drawing ever more upon advanced intellectual references, she 
herself, and her work, remains oft confi ned between the rock and 
hard place of the discourses of identity politics and voyeuristic 
pleasure. She has been presented—or pigeonholed—that is, in 
dozens of gallery and museum exhibitions the world over as an 
exemplar of the divulged, rent body of the Arabic woman—that 
fl esh so rarely revealed and thus such a coveted object of Western 
obsession.  Thereby does she—and do her fi gures—take “the place 
of the subject or of the object being neither one nor the other?”   

Yet, such Orientalist gaze, persisting in the libidinal 
subconscious of even the most learned and liberal eye or beholder, 
acts as the very crux of the stated seductive will of her current body 
of work. For although the artist does in fact use photographs of 
herself in order to compose the exaggerated lines of her tortured 
feminine forms, Kahraman’s bodies rest in the uncanny space of 
the exotic replicant, whose pale limpid limbs, passive in their 
aggressive gestures, both are and are not the products of self-
portraiture. For her own part, the artist understands the 
compulsively repeated fi gure presented in her work as not a 
refl ection, but rather a counterpart with whom she is in unceasing 
dialogue—an invented other as both fantasy and nightmare—
playing out corporal possibilities which both spare and 
spectacularly reveal. As she noted when speaking to Nina Siegal of 
The New York Times in 2013, “Having these women violently 
detaching their limbs, for me, is very reminiscent of the psyche of a 
refugee... and that sense of detachment you have from your land 
that you’ve had to leave behind. That’s the idea of the diasporic 
women, who are fragmented, or cyborgs.” The cyborg: the 
mechanistic scion of contemporary Western feminism, but also the 
subject, turned object, ripped limb from limb.

“I would never be able to say I’m an American; Iraqi-American 
does not feel right; I’m almost more comfortable saying an Iraqi-
Swede but that’s also incorrect at this point in my life. If I say I’m 
Iraqi, how Iraqi am I?” Confessing an overtly problematic 
relationship to the politics of place, perception, and personhood—
Arabic, female, refugee, or otherwise—Kahraman’s identity is 
compromised under a quite literal sign of misapprehension: Hayv, 
in fact, is not even her real name. “My actual name is Hayf, in 
Arabic,” she comments, as we discuss her memories of dislocation. 
Born in 1981 in Bagdad, Kahraman was a tender pre-teen, ten 
years later, when she with her father and mother, both heavily 
persecuted under Saddam’s Ba’athist regime, fl ed for their lives, 
ricocheting from Yemen to Ethopia through Germany, and fi nally 
arriving in a small bathroom outside of Swedish passport control in 
Arlanda.  “My mom fl ushed our fake passports down the toilet,” 
she recalls.  Taken with her sister into a separate room as her 
mother was questioned, the artist relates “I remember looking out 
that one window and it was pitch black outside—which was very 
strange because it was only 3pm!” The girls were given an 
interpreter fl uent only in Kurdish, a language without the letter ‘f ’.  
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“Hayv means ‘the moon’ in Kurdish so he just assumed…” 
Kahraman recounts, dressed now in West coast cool of blue jeans 
and black T-shirt.  “After that day, I’ve been Hayv.”  

Such personal parables of misidentifi cation have informed the 
breadth of the aritst’s practice, interrogating the impossible gap of 
displacement, distancing, and doubling which has marked her 
experience of coming of age in Sweden, before being educated in 
Italy, and eventually emigrating to California. In a recent exhibition 
for Jack Shainman Gallery in New York, Hayf-cum-Hayv sought to 
mine her memory for tales of the slippage that is cross-cultural 
misapprehension. Taking on the formal composition of a 13th 
century Arabic manuscript illumination, writ-large,Wattania, for 
example, portrays an incident from her childhood, and a lesson for 
the viewer in state education. The subtitle explains, in Arabic, and 
then translated in English, In Wattania class in fourth grade the 
teacher handed out the test and one of the questions read: 
Underline the correct answer; is Iraq a democracy or a dictatorship?  
“I didn’t understand the words,” the artist confesses to me, over two 
decades later, “so I circled dictatorship.  Only after having been 
severely punished did I understand what it meant.” Meanwhile, in 
the same series appears Person nummer, portraying one woman 
sitting astride, as the other, seductively, lifts her skirt. The title is a 
reference to the Swedish personal identifi cation code, that, as 
‘person’ was pronounced ‘peshoon’, revealing a semantic gap: the 
homophonically identical word in Iraqi dialect means ‘vagina.’ And 
fi nally, the idiomatic Sammot la Moot (Silence = no Death) 
presents to the spectator a circle of seated female fi gures under the 
moniker of a Bagdadi form of local wisdom, enforcing the necessity 
of bowing to authority, translating roughly to an edict of 
submission: only the silent survive. 

The present exhibition, Audible Inaudible, fi nds its inspiration 
(and its title) in the work of New York University musicologist and 
audio-anthropologist J Martin Daughtry, in his Listening to War: 
Sound, Music, Trauma, and Survival in Wartime Iraq, whilst also 
drawing upon the graphic military iconography employed in US 
Army issued cultural ‘Smart Cards’—contemporary and culturally 
risible guides for dominant-submissive interactions between soldier 
and citizen as provided to US service personnel in Iraq, currently in 
use. In the former case, Daughtry describes the ‘belliphonic’ 
soundscape of war, marked by a state of auditory dissonance, so 
constant and pervasive that the listener no longer hears it: “Distant 
gunfi re became part of what I suggest we call the audible inaudible: 
a conceptual space that housed sounds so … ubiquitous that they 
ceased to draw the attention of the experienced auditor,” states 
Daughtry. “To locate a sound in the audible inaudible is to say that 
it was no longer fully ‘there.’”  Survivors on the fi eld of battle must 
necessarily enact a ‘redistribution of the sensible’, where the 
cacophony of violence is no longer listened to, but subconsciously 
naturalised: peace becomes a state of exception.  

For Daughtry as for Kahraman, what remains within realm of 
hearing in a state of constant war is both silence and the scream. As 
a child reared on listening to the violent din of the fi rst Gulf War 
offensive, for the artist, it is the air raid siren which retains the 

masochistic force of the psychic, sonic wound, as well as providing 
the cathartic impetuous for Kahraman’s regular and ritualised 
penetrations, violations of her own canvases, traversing the absent 
presence of her female fi gures. “When you google ‘sound’ and 
‘violence’” she says, placing a corrugated sheet of grey foam on her 
studio table, “this is the fi rst thing you fi nd: soundproofi ng 
insulation.” Attempting at fi rst to present her images with a literal 
background texture of these tamping sheets, the artist later resolved 
to push the foam forms through representative cuts in the surface, 
support, or subjectile, of the image itself. No longer inert, the 
paintings become capable of altering the soundscape of the spaces 
they inhabit.  

The idea is one of protection as much as penetration. “She was 
attracted a particular passage,” suggested Daughtry, in the cloistered 
confi nes of a Soho café, over crepes, avocados and worn 
fl oorboards, as we discussed the connections between Kahraman’s 
work and his own. “It is the story of an old woman, who upon 
watching the terror of the children in Iraq who heard the air sirens, 
wrapped her arms arms about the kids, in order to shield them 
from the psychic and physical sounds of the war,” the professor 
intoned.  And softly: “The paintings are meant to be her arms, 
Hayv’s arms.” Shielding. Safeguarding. Yet these feminine forms, 
clothed in sound, are at once protected from and subjected to 
overwhelming sonic violence; for the ceremonial slits, ritually cut 
into Kahraman’s canvases are arranged in a distinctive pattern. At 
fi rst glance, this design seems to only be a simple square, but in 
upon examination, is revealed to trace the fl owering form of the 
recognisable outline of the scandalous L-RAD.  This literal sound 
weapon, possibility the most reprehensible object in the US arsenal, 
is capable of extraordinary destruction upon the civilian and 
combatant population alike, not limited, if employed, to deafness, 
brain damage, and death.

The betrayal remains on the level of both art and artist. 
Commenting on her ever confl icted relationship with her country 
of residence and move to the US, Kahraman says, “It was diffi cult 
to be in a place at war with my own country… There were feelings 
of guilt, of betraying my people.” This is the betrayal of the exile, 
profoundly and perversely complicated by the war-mongering 
mentality of her new home. However, the nostalgic trauma for 
Kahraman is doubled by an artistically, if not intellectually, or 
philosophically necessary seduction. This second level of deceit 
presents itself on that of the image, as the longed for Oriental and 
Orientalised body contorts itself into alluring forms, which are 
revealed, upon closer inspection, to be not more than the 
interrogation positions pictured on these US Army cultural ‘Smart 
Cards’—images of Iraqi submission, search, and seizure: the gentle 
poses of terror. One recalls the words of fellow artist Helen Marten, 
writing for a recent group exhibition, including on Kahraman’s 
work: “Some forms offer postures of pain as a set of encrypted 
butchering instructions… the ghostly effl uvium of limbs and 
larynxes which fl ower all around have gone pale all over.” Arms 
raised, or held behind her back, lain prostrate on the ground, or in 
the guise of the perpetrator, holding the behind of the adjacent 
fi gure: each female portrait presents another seduction of 
sublimated violence as a visual exchange, the serial sonic wounds of 
the canvas immuring, assaulting the very victims—caught from all 
sides, and at every turn—that it might have hoped to defend. If 
victim is also the self and also the other.

“The question is,” Daughtry enlivens, “what can the medium 
of painting and the plastic arts tell us about the psychic devastation 
of the sounds of war?”  As it turns out, he says in his own 
indictment, at least in the case of Kahraman’s evocative oeuvre, 
“more than music ever has.”  

Audible Inaudible opens on 18 September at The Third Line in Alserkal Avenue. thethirdline.com

Identifi cation 
(Hair Colour). 
2016. Oil on linen. 
63.5 x 218.4 cm.
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“ D I S T A N T  G U N F I R E  B E C A M E  P A R T  O F 

W H A T  I  S U G G E S T  W E  C A L L  T H E 

A U D I B L E  I N A U D I B L E :  A  C O N C E P T U A L 

S P A C E  T H A T  H O U S E D  S O U N D S  S O . . .

U B I Q U I T O U S  T H A T  T H E Y  C E A S E D  T O 

D R A W  T H E  A T T E N T I O N  O F  T H E 

E X P E R I E N C E D  A U D I T O R ”    

J  M a r t i n  D a u g h t r y

(Detail) Get Directions 
(Right). 2016. Oil on linen. 89 
x 89 cm.

All images courtesy of the 
artist and The Third Line



With their coiffed black hair, almond-shaped eyes, and scarlet lips, the women in Hayv Kahraman’s paintings are all 
beautiful. Yet the exquisitely detailed works are as devastating as they are seductive. Detached limbs float in space. 
Punctures made in the canvas recall knife wounds. As for those eyes, they are heartbreakingly sad.

By the time she was just 11, the Baghdad-born (now Los Angeles–based) artist had lived through two wars before fleeing 
Iraq with her family. After a chaotic migration they settled in a small town in Sweden. “I was the only kid with black hair in 
my class,” she remembers. “Because I had to assimilate, I lost who I thought I was. So I identify with the pain of other 
women who have been affected by war.”

A scholarship led her to Florence, Italy, where Kahraman would eventually study graphic design. In her free time she’d 
steal away to museums to gaze at Renaissance masterpieces, absorbing the gestures of contrapposto. Marriage and a 
move to Arizona in 2006 coincided with the height of sectarian violence in Iraq. That’s when she traded illustrating for 
painting, and she’s been on a tear ever since.

At Art Basel in June, a striking painting of entangled nude women, titled LRAD No. 2 (after long-range acoustic devices 
like the air-raid sirens that terrified her as a child), was quickly snapped up by a collector. This October, following an 
exhibition of her paintings and sculptures at the School, Jack Shainman Gallery’s outpost in Kinderhook, New York, she 
debuts her latest creations in a solo show at Omaha’s Joslyn Art Museum. “When I first saw her work, I felt my breath 
leave me,” says Karin Campbell, the exhibition’s curator. “It’s not only the bodies that draw you in but also her complex 
patterns. I can imagine Hayv using a teeny-tiny brush, working through these lush patterns.”

Executing those decorative elements proves therapeutic for an artist whose life suffered such disruption. “For me, that 
pattern, that order, is a necessity,” Kahraman says. “The motifs are mostly Islamic, taken from books, but also from 
everyday things. They remind me of my heritage.”

Hav Kahraman‘ Painting Capture the �ect of Con�ict

TXT Y VICKY LOWRY

Hav Kahraman in her Lo Angele tudio. Photo: Dougla Friedman

The Iraqi-born, L.A.-based artist lived through two wars before fleeing Iraq with 
her family

ART + AUCTION

Lowry, Vicky.  “Art of War: Iraqi-born artist Hayv Kahraman captures the effects of conflict in her hauntingly beautiful paintings.”  Architectural Digest.  
November 2016: p. 92, illustrated.
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http://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/arles-france-art-destination


ART & DESIGN 

Hayv Kahraman: ‘How Iraqi Are You?’
MARCH 26, 2015 
Art Review By Roberta Smith 

Reviving once great artistic styles can be a fraught pursuit, 
whether or not they are part of an artist’s cultural heritage. 
Such styles must be transformed into something personal and 
contemporary that ideally also survives comparison with its 
inspiration. In her second solo show at this gallery, subtitled 
“How Iraqi Are You?” Hayv Kahraman largely pulls off this 
difficult feat, building on the refined figuration of Persian 
miniatures that are part of her Iraqi background. In Ms. 
Kahraman’s hands the delicacy and stylization of the source 
are writ large and on raw linen — evoking the pages of a 
Persian album — and complicated with allusions to other 
times, places and styles. The paintings depict pairs and groups 
of nearly identical women who may or may not be in a harem. 
Shown in conversation or listening to one of their number, 
these women have pale skin, gestures and becalmed features 
that recall both the female subjects of Renaissance painting 
and the powdered geisha of Japanese woodblocks. Their 
articulated hands seem puppetlike. Their largely strapless 

gowns and black bouffants seem of recent American vintage even as the fabric patterns of their 
gowns elaborate a veritable lexicon of Arabic geometric decoration. Ms. Kahraman has devised 
several stylizations of her own, especially in the ways the fabrics drape and overlap while 
remaining flat, and in details like eyebrows and those dark bouffants (which, for viewers of a 
certain age may recall Lady Bird Johnson’s hairdos). 

As explained in Arabic captions beneath the images, the scenes are from Ms. Kahraman’s 
childhood, in Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and later in Sweden, to which her family relocated when she 
was young and where the necessity of learning Swedish caused amusing linguistic 
misunderstandings. Punch lines go rogue in red ink along the borders. The gallery provides 
English translations of the captions and they are revealing, but it is foremost the sense of a style 
being reborn and the ambience of female empowerment and intimacy that keep you involved. 

Jack Shainman Gallery 
513 West 20th Street, Chelsea 
Through April 4 

“Broken Teeth” (2014), oil on linen, 
by Hayv Kahraman. Credit Courtesy 
of the artist and Jack Shainman 
Gallery, New York 

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/arts/design/index.html
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Inside / Outside 
Alex Zafiris interviews Hayv Kahraman 

March 16, 2015 

The artist on refugee trauma, female oppression, and her new show, How Iraqi Are You? 

 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Broken Teeth, 2014. Oil on linen, 96 x 73 x 2 in. 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 
 

Iraqi artist Hayv Kahraman was ten years old when her family fled Baghdad during the Gulf 
War. They ended up in Sweden, where she spent her teenage years. Subsequently, she 
moved to Italy to study graphic design at the Accademia d’Arte e Design in Florence, and 
is now based in San Francisco. Her work has consistently dealt with female suffering in the 
Middle East, depicting delicate, beautiful women in moments of death, war, suicide, and 
depression. 

Her latest project, How Iraqi Are You?, currently showing at Jack Shainman Gallery in New 
York, offers a shift in perspective. Eight large canvases, each approximately 100 by 80 
inches, present seemingly harmless scenes: women sitting in a garden, or talking together. 

http://www.jackshainman.com/


Black and red Arabic script underlays and winds about the images. Kahraman is directly 
referencing the Maqamat al Hariri, a twelfth-century illuminated text that focused on the 
everyday life of Iraqis. But even when one cannot understand the writing, the paintings 
exude sadness, distance, and disconnect. By the entrance, the gallery has a translation guide 
for visitors. In “Broken Teeth,” the black script reads: “Bush climbed up a mountain like a 
pussycat up came Saddam the hero and broke his teeth.” The red script reads: “I remember 
that I used to sing this when I was a child in school.” In “Person Nummer,” in which two 
women are lifting their skirts, one offering a small piece of paper to the other, the black 
script reads: “When you arrive to Sweden you are given a personal identity number ‘person 
nummer.’ That is pronounced ‘peshoon nummer.’ In the Iraqi dialect peshoon means 
vagina.” 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Person nummer, 2015. Oil on linen, 96 x 73 x 2 in. 
©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 

 
Distant memories, misunderstandings, and confusion present another kind of violence: 
one of childhood alienation and trauma. While Kahraman’s art is always intensely personal, 
her previous characters and their predicaments were universally and instantly 
recognizable. These new paintings reveal the invisible and psychological confines of fear, 
belonging, and culture; the limits of memory and time; and how forced displacement, while 
harrowing, can also create a strong and vivid inner self. 

Kahraman’s work has been exhibited internationally—including at the Kemper Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Kansas City, the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, and the Paul 
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https://www.google.com/search?q=Maqamat+al+Hariri&safe=off&es_sm=119&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=eCkDVZHsKMObNoi9gvAH&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAg&biw=1094&bih=621
http://www.jackshainman.com/


Robeson Center for the Arts in Princeton—and belongs to several public collections, such 
as the Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art in Doha and The Rubell Family Collection in 
Miami. I spoke with the artist via Skype and email, while she was visiting Florence with her 
seven-month-old daughter. She was ebullient and direct. 

—Alex Zafiris for Guernica 

 
Portrait of Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 

 
Guernica: These works feel to me as though you are explaining something, or teaching. 
 
Hayv Kahraman: Yes, that’s exactly what it is. Archiving my history. My daughter was 
born in the States—what kind of connection will she have to her Iraqi side? Much of it is 
personal memories that I want to pass on to her. My work is very research-based, and 
oftentimes when I delve into a subject, I randomly come across something else that I feel 
meshes perfectly. In this case, I was researching the Maqamat al Hariri, and someone 
posted a funny link on social media, “Test your Iraqiness.” A few weeks later, another 
person posted my work on a “Baghdad” Facebook page that has over half a million 
followers. The post described me as an Iraqi artist. The interesting part was the comments. 
Many said that I’m not “Iraqi enough” to represent Iraq, because I had left. My work has 
always raised questions of identity, especially since I fled when I was very young. I never 
developed a full sense of my own culture in the same way that my parents did. Wherever I 
lived after that, I was defined as the “other.” These works are personal narratives, but they 
are also a way for me to transcribe and archive a history that I feel I am forgetting.   
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When you are in an abusive situation, you don’t necessarily realize it, 
you don’t want to admit things to yourself. I was oblivious, not 
connecting my personal life to the work that was coming out. 

Guernica: There is an inherent conflict in your body of work: about losing this connection, 
but also a strong distaste for the way women are treated in Iraq. 
 
Hayv Kahraman: That would be somewhat correct. It’s not necessarily what I consciously 
focused on. It’s a subconscious thing. The work comes out, without thinking. My family 
was pretty open. I personally didn’t necessarily experience gender discrimination in that 
sense, but of course around me I would see things happening, and then I would relate. I 
was also in an abusive relationship a couple of years back. I didn’t know it at the time. I 
would see [violence against women] in the news, and I would feel immense empathy. My 
mom would ask me, “Hey, why all of a sudden this fascination with women?” When you 
are in an abusive situation, you don’t necessarily realize it, you don’t want to admit things 
to yourself. I was oblivious, not connecting my personal life to the work that was coming 
out. When the relationship ended, I started putting the puzzle together. At that time I was 
pushing the personal away. The gender issues, the feminine aspect of the work started then, 
when I was going through all these things. It was really cathartic and eye-opening for me, 
realizing, holy moly… It’s as if you’ve been sleeping, and you have just woken up. 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Naboog, 2014. Oil on linen, 115 x 110 inches (two panels, 115 x 55 inches each). ©Hayv 

Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 
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Guernica: Given your heritage, and how it is often narrowly perceived in the West, your 
work has come to be labeled as activism. But was there a conscious drive toward that, at 
the same time? 
 
Hayv Kahraman: Absolutely. Whether I wanted to admit the fact that I was very close to 
these women or not at the time, I was still consciously addressing these issues head on. I’ve 
always been an advocate for gender issues. My grandmother was actually one of the lead 
figures of the first women’s organization in Kurdistan, so the concept of equal rights was 
passed down to my mother, and then myself. What made the work go even further was my 
personal experience in an abusive situation that enhanced my response to gender 
discrimination I was hearing about from the media and my family in Kurdistan.   
 
Guernica: These new works definitely appear to deal with trauma. 
 
Hayv Kahraman: On many levels. The manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries—among them Maqamat al Hariri—were created by the Baghdad school of 
miniature painting. These are beautiful illustrations, very different from the Moghul or 
Persian miniature paintings, as the emphasis was laid on the expression of the figures rather 
than a detailed background. Another amazing thing was that sexuality was prominent in 
these illustrations: we see examples of the main character showing his penis, as well as a 
full frontal view of a woman giving birth! Remember, this is at the height of the Islamic 
period. However, this quickly growing art form came to an abrupt end when the Mongols 
laid siege to Baghdad and destroyed countless historical documents and books. They say 
the waters of the Tigris turned black from the amount of ink seeping out of books flung 
into the river. 
The commonality in these histories—contemporary Baghdad and thirteenth-century 
Baghdad—seems to be this overwhelming loss or trauma, and then the rebuilding of 
something new. For me, and many others in the diaspora at this point in time, it’s a 
rebuilding that stems from the margins, from a migrant consciousness of sorts. In thinking 
about depicting a scene from the ordinary life of an Iraqi, I needed to focus on the 
experience of an Iraqi immigrant or refugee, since this is my reality, but also [that of] 20 
percent of the Iraqi population.  
 
Guernica: I read that when you first moved to the States, you went through a depression, 
because it was the country that had hurt yours so much. You felt tremendous guilt, 
particularly as a free individual, compared to the women suffering oppression in Iraq. What 
kind of reading and research did you pursue during this time? 
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Hayv Kahraman, In Line, 2007. Sumi on paper, 23 x 60 in. 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 
 
Hayv Kahraman: My main source of reference was the news. I would put it on and sit and 
listen for hours. I would then start researching a particular subject that I had heard about 
and start painting. So throughout the work it was constant news about what was going on 
in Iraq. This I think was a way for me to justify my existence in the West. The work served 
as an avenue to address concerns and actively do something about it. The works I did 
during that time were pieces on paper, like “In Line,” based on the self-immolation that 
was happening in Kurdistan, where women would pour gasoline on themselves and light 
themselves on fire because they couldn’t stand their domestic existence. 
 

I can now see these Arabic letters from the perspective of an American 
or a Swede, and that terrifies me. 

Guernica: Can you talk more about your use of the Maqamat al Hariri? 
 
Hayv Kahraman: The process of writing the text into the works became somewhat 
performative, very much part of the work itself, since I was actively relearning how to write 
[in Arabic]. I didn’t want to copy blindly. I took my time to examine the original text, each 
letter, the thickness of the stroke, the shape, the angle. But I was determined not to force 
anything. I wanted it to be as natural as possible. I was relearning how to write, read, and 
speak my mother tongue. The tongue that I have forgotten, and don’t use anymore. The 
tongue I regret to have not continued to learn. I look at these Arabic letters with estranged 
eyes now. I was exported, and so was my language. But it’s also my fault for not having kept 
it alive. I was too busy learning the Western language and training my eyes to adapt to 
English letters. I can now see these Arabic letters from the perspective of an American or a 
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Swede, and that terrifies me. It makes me want to reiterate them, paint them, write them, 
relearn them, and re-memorize them—recover them. I am trying to recapture my 
amputated mother tongue. At age thirty-three, I am searching for my nine-year-old self 
that spoke and wrote fluent Arabic. 
 
The text in the manuscripts was written in the calligraphic “Naskh”—that is derived from 
“Naskha,” which means to transcribe or copy—and is a more fluid and fast script, often 
used to comment and transcribe the Quran. It was written in black ink with all the vowels 
and marks. The red text was added later as commentary often made during soirées in which 
the elite gathered to read the book and decipher the meaning. I wanted to implement some 
of the formal qualities of the old Maqamat, such as color schemes, structures, and 
composition. The frames engulfing the figures in some of the works are meant to represent 
certain architectural structures, like a house or a public building, or a school. 
Compositionally, the folios were divided with the text, either in the bottom or the top, with 
the image in between. These are all things that I’ve tried to implement in the works. 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Swedish Class, 2015. Oil on linen, 96 x 73 x 2 in. 
©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman gallery. 

 
Guernica: Despite the subject matter, the images contain a very distinct feeling of clarity 
and control. There is structural and symmetrical logic. I know that you studied graphic 
design in Italy. Form and function seem to have a new resonance here—of containing and 
moving past these conflicts. 
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Hayv Kahraman: Yes! My process is very calculated and thought out. I know exactly what 
I’m going to paint before I even stretch my canvases. In these works I’ve used raw linen, 
which has a very specific tone. Interestingly, the tone and hue of the linen changes 
depending on the season, on the amount of sun and rain the crops receive. I’ve chosen a 
warmer hue for these works, and I have them shipped to me from Belgium. I then stretch 
my canvases and coat them with rabbit-skin glue. This seals the linen and creates a sheen. 
It’s important to spend time on this process, since the exposed linen is essential. Most of 
my works lack backgrounds because I don’t like to define contexts. I want the figures to be 
in constant flux; neither here nor there. I then do a lot of sketching and planning in terms 
of composition and color schemes before I start. Once I lay my first stroke, I know exactly 
what I want. There is some room for error, which I love, but also dread as I lose control! 
But the majority is predetermined. The only thing that is spontaneous is the pattern. This 
is somewhat intuitive, and I feel this is needed in the work. Perhaps because it reminds me 
of my home, and I feel that it creates a geometric order in the work. Living as a refugee I 
have found that I need to seek out placidity and order to survive. 
 

Hayv Kahraman: How Iraqi Are You? runs through April 4, 2015, at Jack Shainman Gallery 
in New York. 
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An interview with artist Hayv
Kahraman

Wednesday 06.17.15

Posted by Amadeus

Redha

Iraqi-born artist Hayv Kahraman has blown away the world with her refined and

virtuosic ability to tell a story. But what about her own story?

In a previous interview, you’ve said ‘I will always be a tourist wherever I go.’ That

was six years ago – how has that changed now? Do you believe that the older you

get, the stronger your affinity for Iraq grows?

That hasn’t changed much and I think that feeling applies to Iraq as well. My

relationship with Iraq, “my homeland” is problematic since I left at a young age

http://www.roomsmagazine.com/artpeople/?author=552d6d70e4b0d43bb9fa97fb


and so I wasn’t able to establish a strong link to the culture and life at large. My

parents on the other hand, have decades of memories to replay and that is

something I have always wanted to have. Perhaps the yearning to create a

stronger affinity with Iraq is more relevant in my life right now since I am a new

mother. My daughter was born in the United States and having her learn her

heritage is important to me. 

What have been the reactions from

Middle-Eastern women to your

work? And what have been the
reactions from Iraqi people to your

work?

It was interesting seeing the different

impressions people had during the

opening of How Iraqi are you? Many

Iraqi’s braved the NY cold to come see

the show. They expressed an intimate

relationship with the works as we

shared the same memories – a

collective memory, of war in a distant

country that was once our home. They

wanted me to add more paintings to

the collection as they told me stories

and idioms they remembered using

back in the day. And there was a

glimpse of pride in their voices as they

saw their colloquial Arabic written on a

canvas in a New York gallery. In terms

of feedback from Middle Eastern

women, so far they have been positive

and many identify with the works.

Being of an Iraqi Kurdish background,



you and/or your family must have

experienced persecution from the

Ba’ath party. In what way has that

influenced your work?

Yes that’s correct. My parents were

persecuted in many ways. My mom was

interrogated once and my father was

pressured to teach a certain way (he

was a university professor). I only

experienced this once in school during

our “Wattania” class. This is a class

introduced into Iraqi schools in 1978 by

Saddam and the Ba’ath party. It taught the politics of Iraq and the region from the

perspective of the Ba’ath party. One day the teacher handed out a test. One of the

questions read: “circle the correct word; is Iraq a democracy or a dictatorship?” I

was 9 or 10 years old then and didn’t know the difference between the words.

Ironically I circled dictatorship and was called in after class, given an extensive

lecture by the teacher on how I even dared to say that and of course hit with a

ruler. I now understand that it wasn’t the teacher’s fault as she was pressured to

do/act this way by the government. This memory has manifested into a work part

of the series “How Iraqi are you”. (See attached image “Wattania Class”)

I myself have had a similar story to yours. Having fled Baghdad (as a result of

Ba’ath persecution) with my family in 1997, I moved to London. Now I’m beginning

to learn how to read and write Arabic. For your most recent exhibition, How Iraqi

are you? You also had to relearn how to write Arabic yourself. Could you tell us

about that?

The texts in the works of How Iraqi are you? are personal memories from growing

up in Baghdad as well as tongue twisters, aphorisms, and stories of existing as a

refugee in Sweden all in which are written in colloquial Arabic (Iraqi).  The works

are based on the 13th century Baghdadi illuminated manuscripts or more

specifically “Maqamat al Hariri” that narrated the everyday life of an Iraqi at the



time. I wanted to use that idea and think of it from the perspective of todays Iraqi

immigrant. The process of writing the text in the works became somewhat

performative for me and very much part of the work itself since I was actively

relearning how to write. The calligraphy in the Maqamat is that of the “Naskh”

which is a slightly looser type often written while being narrated and in the Koran.

As I drew inspiration from that, I still didn’t want to copy blindly. I took my time to

examine the original text in the manuscripts, each letter, the thickness of the

stroke, the shape and the angle. I was re-learning how to write my language as

well as read and speak my mother tongue. The tongue that I had/have grown to

forget and not use anymore. The tongue I regret not have continued to learn. I

look at these Arabic letters with estranged eyes now. I was exported and so was

my language. But it’s also my fault for not having kept it alive. I was too busy

learning the western language and training my eyes to adapt to English letters. I

can now see these Arabic letters from the perspective of an American or a Swede

and that terrifies me. It makes me want to reiterate them, paint them, write them,

re-learn them and re-memorize them: recover them. I am on the search for

recapturing my amputated mother tongue. At age 34 I am searching for my 9 year

old self that spoke and wrote fluent Arabic.



I’ve shown How Iraqi Are You? to some of my family members who are also living

in London. They found it really interesting how you managed to capture some very

specific Baghdadi colloquialisms and sayings. Do you remember these sayings

from your childhood or did you have to research them?

I’m glad you showed them to your family! I’m always in search for aphorisms and

collective memories. This series has become somewhat of an archiving process for

me so if you think of anything do share!

Back to your question, yes they are

personal. I remember singing them,

saying them and living them. Words like

“Ummodach” (that translates to a

swear word and is accompanied by a

hand gesture) that is now appropriated

in Swedish schools among kids of

diverse ethnicities; this of course due to

Sweden. Or political sayings that we

used to sing as kids in school
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Are there any future projects from you

that we can look forward to?

At this point I am still working on this series, collecting aphorisms and stories. I will

be showing more works in Dubai in the fall and look forward to engaging with that

side of the world.

All images obtained at the courtesy of the artist

Hayv Kahraman 
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Columbus, Ohio • Oct 07, 2015 • 67° Clear

EXHIBIT

Pizzuti Collection exhibit shows people on the periphery

“Us Is Them” continues
through April 2 at the
Pizzuti Collection, 632 N.
Park St. Hours: 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays. 

Call 6142804004, or visit
www.pizzuticollection.org 

Differences of race, gender, religion, culture and economic status continue to be a source of violent societal
rifts worldwide.

Inside the Pizzuti Collection, however, all galleries are currently devoted to an exhibition that’s about viewing
these divides from a new perspective.

“Us Is Them” presents the work of more than 40 international artists. Each makes those differences an
essential part of his or her practice.

In a healthy mix of mediums, with viewpoints that can be observational or deeply personal, the group creates
a powerful representation of many of society’s marginalized elements.

Argentinaborn artist Judi Werthein captures two views of a performance by a band of musicians forced to
flee war in Colombia in her twochannel video installation, La Tierra de Los Libres — one of several time
based works in the show.

The group, whose members now perform in a California restaurant, are projected from opposing angles as
they reinterpret The StarSpangled Banner as a vibrant, danceable Spanishlanguage anthem.

By Melissa Starker

For The Columbus Dispatch  •  Sunday October 4, 2015 5:00 AM

Kawliya 2 by Hayv Kahraman
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The homeless population of Israel takes center stage in the large, clean Cprints of Adi Nes' "Biblical Stories”
series. His image of Noah involves a man lying naked in the street in front of a grimy DVD rental kiosk, while
Abraham and Isaac takes the form of an older man and a boy he’s toting around in a shopping cart filled
with cans and bottles.

Diane Wah, a HaitianAmerican artist, conjures the plight of survivors of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake with Nes
Me Quitte Pas (Don’t Leave Me), a photographic diptych of nude black bodies lying in piles of rubble,
surrounded by handwritten French text.

Looming even larger than Wah’s largeformat pieces is the series of nine massive selfportraits that make up
Family Tree by Chinese artist Zhang Huan. They document a performance in which he turned his face into a
canvas for calligraphy about the ancient Chinese practice of determining personality traits from facial
features.

Ultimately, the dense, inky words overtake and obscure his actual visage.

Another Chinese artist, Chang Xugong, offers a colorful yet critical view of modern Chinese society with
Embroidered Portrait Series #13.

The beautifully bright work, featuring two figures reveling in the trappings of materialism, is both a
celebration of the country’s history of producing exquisite embroidery as well as an aciddipped commentary
on its growing fascination with accumulating things.

Works of jawdropping power arise frequently as one explores the three floors of this exhibition. They range
from the shimmering beauty of Iraqiborn artist Hayv Kahraman’s largescale, patterninfused feminist
portrait Kawliya 2 to American Hank Willis Thomas’ Strange Fruit, which connects the lure of a pro
basketball career for young AfricanAmerican men with the lynchings of an earlier, darker age.

But of all the viewing areas in the Pizzuti Collection, the small upstairs gallery devoted to the work of African
American female artists stands out for sheer, gutlevel effect.

This is due in large part to the contrast of Mickalene Thomas’ joyous, rhinestoneembellished testaments to
the strength and beauty of black women with the unflinching, sexually explicit work of Kara Walker, which
illuminates the historic enslavement and subjugation of women of color.
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Hayv Kahraman

TO NEGOTIATE OTHERNESS INTO THE WORK: A MicroInterview with Hayv Kahraman
by Elaine Sexton

ES: The theme of this issue is of pilgrimage, voyage & return. The elegant and evident mix of influences in your work from Japanese calligraphy, Italian Renaissance painting, and
illuminated Arab manuscripts of everyday life suggests a voyage & return in the art making itself. You have modeled this new body of work on miniature Iraqi manuscripts, retaining the
gesture of Arabic text, but in large scale. For observers who don’t read Arabic, one feels we are missing something. Is this “missing” what you want us to experience? And, is what we
are missing important to fully appreciate the work?

HK: That’s a very good question. Let me start with saying that my process, more so with these works, is rather intimate and solitary at times. So days can go by where I’m in my studio
painting without even seeing anyone. This body of work was also very much about the personal and connecting or rather reconnecting with my 10yearold self who read and wrote
fluent Arabic; remembering my childhood and narrating it to myself so I wouldn’t forget. The Arabic text for me was not only about relearning how to write but also archiving that action
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of learning as the paintings progressed. Sort of like my own private performance. I hadn’t really given much thought to how it would be perceived until I had a studio visit with someone
who didn’t read Arabic. My first visitor felt uncomfortable with the fact that he couldn’t access the work like I could. At first this made me worried but eventually I realized that is exactly
how I felt when I fled Baghdad to Sweden and encountered “Swedish” for the first time. I was in a foreign land trying to penetrate the fabric of life.

It was interesting seeing the different impressions people had during the opening as well. Many Iraqi’s braved the New York cold to come see the show. They expressed an intimate
relationship with the works as we shared the same memories. A collective memory of war in a distant country that was once our home. They wanted me to add more paintings to the
collection as they told me stories and idioms they remembered using back in the day. And there was a glimpse of pride in their voices as they saw their colloquial Arabic written on a
canvas in a New York gallery.

ES: It’s been said that a “migrant consciousness” feeds your visual and verbal imagery, the early childhood experience of migrating from Bagdad to Sweden to America, that you dwell in
the borders. Would you share with our readers something of how that consciousness informs this new work (shown here) from your recent exhibit, “How Iraqi Are You?”

HK: My experiences have been nomadic. I think being an immigrant or refugee the yearning to “belong” somewhere is important especially for those who left because of war. They are
in constant search to solidify their identity in any means possible as that is the only thing that they can have as their own. It makes me think of the many Iraqi refugees in Sweden who
dearly hold on to memorabilia from their homelands or the teenagers who back in Iraq never wore a hijab yet now wear one in Sweden as a way to assert their identities. For me the
idea of identity is problematic. A part of me seeks to go back to a history that was once my heritage. Another part understands that this is a utopian idea and futile in its endeavors. I think
for some, this polemic happens when you “dwell within borders.”

The works in “How Iraqi are you?” are based on the 13th century Baghdadi illuminated manuscripts “Maqamat al Hariri” that narrated the everyday life of an Iraqi at the time. I wanted to
use that idea and think of it from the perspective of todays Iraqi immigrant. The texts in the works of “How Iraqi are you?” are personal memories from growing up in Baghdad as well as
tongue twisters, aphorisms, and stories of existing as a refugee in Sweden all of which are written in colloquial Arabic. The process of writing the text in the works became somewhat
performative and very much part of the work itself since I was actively relearning how to write. I didn’t want to copy blindly. I took my time to examine the original text in the manuscripts,
each letter, the thickness of the stroke, the shape and the angle. But I was determined not to force anything. I wanted it to be as natural as possible. I was relearning how to write my
language as well as read and speak my mother tongue. The tongue that I had/have grown to forget and not use anymore. The tongue I regret not to have continued to learn. I look at
these Arabic letters with estranged eyes now. I was exported and so was my language. But it’s also my fault for not having kept it alive. I was too busy learning the western language and
training my eyes to adapt to English letters. I can now see these Arabic letters from the perspective of an American or a Swede and that terrifies me. It makes me want to reiterate them,
paint them, write them, relearn them and rememorize them; Recover them. I am on the search for recapturing my amputated mother tongue. At age 34 I am searching for my 9year
old self that spoke and wrote fluent Arabic.

ES: You have said diasporic women have to give up part of themselves. This may be seen in how you have “whitened” the skin of your women. This tension, somewhere between each
of them “passing” as one of the dominant culture she lives in yet retaining the past, her history, in the climate of the settings, the attire, the text. How did you come to making these kinds
of choices, choosing what to keep and what to let go?

HK: The quick answer to that is instinctually. I spent four years in Italy surrounded by people who studied realism from the old masters. I went to every single museum and gallery and
was engulfed by western renaissance painting. It grew on me. I started copying the old masters and found the figures to be so beautiful. I never “read” the paintings beyond their
technique. The experience was purely visual and perhaps I subconsciously chose to not “see” the themes because I knew it would derail from my observation of what I thought was
absolute “beauty.” As my work progressed and I started talking and thinking about decoloniality, I realized that the choices I had made in the work were coming from someone who was
colonized. Someone who was taught to think that everything white is better and that is what she should aspire to be. One of them; not an “other.”

As you mention the “attire, the setting and text,” these are ways for me to negotiate my otherness into the works.

Hayv Kahraman immigrated with her family to Sweden at age eleven and started painting by age twelve. She studied art in Italy at the Accademia di arte e design di Firenze in 2005 and
studied web design in Sweden in 2006.

Her work is included in exhibitions including Echoes: Islamic Art and Contemporary Artists, NelsonAtkins Museum, Kansas City; The Jameel Prize 2011–Shortlist Exhibition, Victoria and
Albert Museum, London which traveled to venues including the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and the Cantor Center, Stanford University; Fertile Crescent, Paul Robeson Center for the
Arts, Princeton; Newtopia: The State of Human Rights, Kazerne Dossin Museum, Mechelen, Belgium. Her public collections include the American Embassy, Baghdad; The Barjeel Art
Foundation, Sharjah; MATHAF Museum of Modern Art, Doha; and The Rubell Family Collection, Miami. 

The work featured here is from “How Iraqi Are You?” shown at Jack Shainman Gallery in New York (February 27April 4, 2015), her second exhibit there. For more informatio n 
hayvkahraman.com.
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Let’s face it, there’s only so much time you can spend walking The Armory Show’s aisles. But, New York’s 

most jampacked week of art doesn’t stop at 12th Ave. To help guide you through the best of Armory’s 

collateral exhibitions—and some worthy ones outside the official programming too—Artsy deployed its 

staff on a mission this week: see and review as many shows as possible (listed alphabetically by gallery name) 

in only one sentence. You’re welcome. 

“Hayv Kahraman: How Iraqi Are You?” at Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Installation view of “Hayv Kahraman: How Iraqi Are You?” at Jack Shainman Gallery. Courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery and the artist. 

Taking 12th-century Iraqi manuscripts as an aesthetic jumping-off point (as well as influences of 

Renaissance paintings and Japanese illustrations), Iraqi-American painter Hayv Kahraman’s large-scale 

paintings are an ode to the sensuous, sometimes “saucy” female—vignettes that display scenes of 

camaraderie and demure playfulness, which counter a feeling of otherness and repression. —M.C. 
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Hayv Kahraman (http://hayvkahraman.com/) was in her fourth grade history class in Baghdad when the question was asked: Is Iraq a
democracy or a dictatorship? Not knowing what either word meant, she guessed “dictatorship.” This proved to be the wrong choice, no
matter how right the answer was: the next day she was punished with a ruler in front of the other students.
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An Exile From Iraq Paints Herself Into Ancient
Manuscripts
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Wattania, by Hayv Kahraman. cCurtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New  York.

In her new series, "How Iraqi Are You?," the Iraqi-born painter explores the title question by mining past experiences like the story above.

Modeled after Arabic illuminated manuscripts, the series draws specific inspiration from Maqamat al Hariri, a canonical 12th century text
describing the everyday life of Iraqis of the time. 

Wattania. This image recreates a scene from Kahraman's childhood Wattania, or History, class. Photo courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New  York.

Using photographs of herself as the models for all the subjects depicted, Kahraman illustrates vignettes from her actual life, captioned with
explanations. This story includes her time in Sweden, where her family eventually fled after leaving Iraq. Here she was given a
personnummer, the Swedish identification number assigned to every citizen. This exchange provides the basis for one of Kahraman’s more
slapstick images, capitalizing on a bit of accidental wordplay linking the Swedish institution with an Iraqi word for female genitalia.



"When you arrive to Sweden you are given a personal identity number 'person nummer.' That is pronounced “peshoon nummer.” In the Iraqi dialect peshoon means vagina." Caption and photo courtesy of the artist and Jack
Shainman Gallery, New  York.

The vignettes aren’t wholly funny or sad, serious or casual. They are in a state of limbo, like the immigrant herself.



"'In Swedish class.' The teacher asked me to describe my home in Baghdad so I wrote 'vihade horor I trädgården.' Horor means prostitutes in the Swedish language while hönor means chickens." Caption and photo courtesy of the
artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New  York.

In the exhibit literature the curator Octavio Zaya finds meaning in the porcelain skin of Kahraman’s figures, which recall Renaissance
paintings and Japanese portraiture. Kahraman paints her characters “without background or specific context, amid a flux of meanings and
words, neither here nor there,” Zaya writes. In this way she captures the blurring of self that redefines immigrants. Her women are losing
and gaining knowledge, “as if,” Zaya continues:

“in the diaspora, these figures would have reached a moment where they viewed themselves as non-different, as the passersby who do not
stand out, who only retain from the past the little, unassuming, perfectly safe secrets and mysteries of the mother tongue, its games and
pleasures.”

Hayv Kahraman's work is currently on view at the Armory Show 2015 (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/05/armory-show-
week_n_6796844.html?utm_hp_ref=arts). "How Iraqi Are You?" can be seen at the Jack Shainman Gallery in Manhattan through April 4.
For more on the exhibit, visit the gallery’s website (http://www.jackshainman.com/).

Ummo-doch
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Is a hand gesture indicating whomever its aimed to as ignorant, now commonly used in Swedish schools among children of all
ethnicities. Photo and caption courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.
Broken Teeth



Bush climbed up a  mountain like a  pussycat up came Saddam the hero and broke his teeth. Writes Kahraman: "I remember that I
used to sing this when I was a child in school." Photo and caption courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.
Kachakchi



The word 'Kachakchi' in the Iraqi dialect means smuggler and is used in terms of smuggling goods and people, as for example
smuggling them illegally outside their country. Caption reads: They made us fake passports and took us in a group to Sweden. Photo
and caption courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



I have a  Nabog  fruit, you have a  Nabog  fruit. I give you from my Nabog  fruit, you give me from your Nabog  fruit. If my Nabog
fruit is tastier, I give you from my Nabog  fruit. If your Nabog  fruit is tastier, you give me from your Nabog  fruit. Writes Kahraman:
"I remember singing this when I was a child in school and we had this Nabog tree in our garden in Baghdad." Photo and caption
courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.
Samoot Lamoot



Samoot “silence” Lamoot “no death;” whoever utters a word will die. Writes Kahraman: "Samoot Lamoot is a Baghdadi figure of speech
about the necessity of keeping silent and not standing up to the ruling authority. The expression has its origin in the tradition of the
Grandma Stories. When it was time for the Grandma to begin narrating her fairy tale to the children around her, she would first utter
this expression to stop their clamor and noiseand bring them into silence. On hearing this utterance, every child would subside into
silence, calmness and a state of attentiveness in order to listen to the Grandma." Photo and caption courtesy of the artist and Jack
Shainman Gallery, New York.
Barboug / Barabeeg



MORE: Hayv Kahraman, Hayv Kahraman How  Iraqi Are You, How  Iraqi Are You, Iraqi Artists, Muslim Artists

Suggest a correction

Barboug “a broken earthenware jar” that never sinks. This is one of the witty aphorisms in the middle and southern parts of Iraq.
Barboug is used metaphorically in the collective consciousness as a term to denigrate women. The thirteenth century poet Al-Bahaa
Zuhair refers to the word in his line: “No wonder he escaped unharmed as barbougs typically stay afloat.” It generally refers to the
woman who is saucy and sharp-tongued or the one who is defiant and stirs up trouble. Photo and caption courtesy of the artist and
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/hayv-kahraman-how-iraqi-are-you/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/iraqi-artists/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/muslim-artists/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/how-iraqi-are-you/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/hayv-kahraman/


 

 

On View: Hayv Kahraman’s “How Iraqi Are You?” at Jack Shainman 
Gallery 
by Nastia VoynovskayaPosted on March 3, 2015 

 

Hayv Kahraman, Kachakchi, 2015, oil on linen, 79 x 108 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
 

“Expatriation and exile fracture forever any sense of belonging and any hope of ever being complete,” 
wrote curator Octavio Zaya in his statement for Hayv Kahraman’s solo show at Jack Shainman 
Gallery in New York, “How Iraqi Are You?” Kahraman’s autobiographical paintings on linen ruminate 
on her early childhood in Iraq, her upbringing as a refugee in Sweden, and her struggle of navigating 
two disparate cultural identities. 
With their compositions mimicking 12th-century illuminated manuscripts, the pieces feature identical 
female figures sharing activities that define young womanhood. Though Kahraman modeled them all 
after her likeness, some figures appear have a master-disciple relationship while others look like peers, 
trading gossip and even exploring with each other sexually. Text flanks the characters, working as both 
a design element and a narrative framework from which to interpret the images (for those who know 
the Iraqi Arabic dialect, that is). Filled with bilingual puns and vulnerable revelations, the exhibition 
gives insight into coming of age as a person caught between two cultures. 

Hayv Kahraman’s “How Iraqi Are You?” is on view at Jack Shainman Gallery through April 4. 

http://hifructose.com/2015/03/03/on-view-hayv-kahramans-how-iraqi-are-you-at-jack-shainman-gallery/
http://hayvkahraman.com/
http://www.jackshainman.com/
http://www.jackshainman.com/


 
 
 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Naboog, 2014. oil on linen, 115 x 110 inches (in two panels 115 x 55 inches each) 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
 
 

  
Hayv Kahraman, Ummo-doch, 2015, oil on linen, 100 x 79 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
Hayv Kahraman, Person nummer, 2015, oil on linen, 96 x 73 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
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Hayv Kahraman, Broken Teeth, 2014, oil on linen, 96 x 73 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
Hayv Kahraman, Swedish Class, 2014, oil on linen, 104 x 79 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
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Hayv Kahraman, Wattania Class, 2014, oil on linen, 104 x 79 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Hayv Kahraman, Naboog, 2014, oil on linen, 115 x 110 inches (in two panels 115 x 55 inches each) 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
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Hayv Kahraman, Barboog, 2014, oil on linen, 108 x 72 inches 

©Hayv Kahraman. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 
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defying
definition
Hayv KaHraman’s  
new worK pusHes 
beyond gender roles 
and geopolitics  
into fresH territory
By eric Bryant
portraits By andy FreeBerg

blouinArtinFo.coM  |   march 2014 Art+Auction

EvEr sincE Hayv KaHraman bEgan to garner attention for 
her paintings in the mid 2000s, critics and curators have 
slotted her work into various politicized categories. it is easy  
to see how she got the label feminist artist from such early 
works as Honor Killing, 2006, a sumi-ink drawing featuring  
a dozen hijab-draped women hanging from the branches  
of a dead tree, and a 2007 set of nesting dolls that enact an 
excruciatingly slow striptease so that by the fifth doll only  
the figure’s head and shoulders have been uncovered. Her 
meticulously detailed “sacrifice” paintings from 2008—
which were called a breakthrough when word spread that 
charles saatchi had snapped up work—present a group  
of regally clad women killing, skinning, and serving up a lamb. 

Kahraman’s life story, which is entwined with important 
international events of recent decades, has garnered her other 
labels as well. she was born in baghdad in 1981 to a Kurdish 
mother and arab-Turkish father. in 1992 the family fled the 
war to sweden, and Kahraman has been living in america 
since 2006. because of her origin and her gender, she has found 
a place in a dozen exhibitions around the globe focused on 
women in the arab world or on contemporary approaches to 
the islamic artistic tradition.

When i asked her during a visit to her Oakland, california, 
studio if she felt pigeonholed, the artist immediately smiled. 
“Don’t we all love categories?” she asked sardonically. “i don’t 
like it, but i recognize that i live in the West, where things that 
are different are automatically placed in their own little 
sections. i hope a lot of my work combats the whole concept.” 
indeed, the easy categorization of Kahraman as an iraqi  
and a woman glosses over the dizzying array of influences that 
course through her practice, from chinese ink painting and 
Japanese woodblocks to russian nesting dolls. Perhaps even 
more unfairly, such labels obscure the intimate nature of her 
work. Kahraman says she herself has only recently begun to 
grasp how deeply personal much of her imagery is.

The paintings of floor plans of typical baghdad dwellings 
that populated “Let the guest be the master,” Kahraman’s 
show at new york’s Jack shainman gallery last september, 
had their genesis in her father’s decision to sell her childhood 
home 20 years after the family was forced to flee. There was a 
political element to the decision to sell. because both children 
are daughters, the house would pass outside the immediate 
family to a distant, male heir upon her father’s death. To 
Kahraman, the loss was less about iraqi property laws than 
about her sense of place and history. “For me, that home 
represented this tangible space where i could go back and 
retrieve all these childhood memories that are fading now,” 
she says. “i never thought i would go back, but it was the major 
connection i feel to that place.” Working from this personal 
link, she layered the paintings with other elements that allude 

Hayv Kahraman  
in her oakland, 

california, studio 
in front of a work 

from her ongoing 
“Waraq” series, 
begun in 2009.



to the place of women in many islamic cultures. she chose to 
depict courtyard homes, she explains, “because the courtyard 
acts as this intermediary, semipublic space where women  
are not allowed when there are guests coming into the house.” 
The architectural designs determined the shapes of the large  
wood panels that serve as grounds for the works’ geometric 
patterns, painstakingly painted by Kahraman in her  
live-work studio space. Floating ghostlike in the passageways 
surrounding the compositions’ courtyards are trans - 
lucent versions of the serene female figures that have become 
something of a signature in the artist’s work.

in 2009 these beautiful raven-haired women were por trayed 
as marionettes in a series of the same name. The knowing  
yet distant looks on their faces and the mannered yet graceful 
poses of their bodies stood in contrast to cutting titles, such as 
Hegemony. critics saw the works as straight forward feminist 
critiques, but much more personal under currents were in play. 
When she moved to the United states, Kahraman says, settling 
in conservative arizona near her american husband’s family, 
she felt isolated and controlled. “it was difficult to be in a place 
at war with my own country,” she recalls. “There were feelings 
of guilt, of betraying my people.” by 2010 her female figures, 
still exquisite but sometimes morphed into hybrids that 
borrowed from the grotesqueries of Otto Dix, appeared in a 
series called “Pins and needles.” in those com positions,  
they poke at each other in ways that simultaneously allude to 
beauty treatments, such as waxing, and torture. 

The figures have remained so recognizable from one series 
to the next because Kahraman bases them all on photographs 
she has taken of herself. she finalizes the elegant poses and 
draped, flowing fabrics they wear—often featuring colorful 
geometric patterns—by sketching on paper before rendering 
them in paint. Despite this intimate connection to her subjects, 
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Kahraman gained 
attention for  
works such as Honor 
Killing, 2006,  
right, which alludes 
to practices in her 
native iraq. Body 
Screen, 2013, far 
right, references 
traditional  islamic 
design, but some  
of the laser-cut-
walnut apertures are 
formed from cross 
sections from  
a scan of her body.
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she would never identify with the women or their pre dic-
aments. “my mom asked, ‘Why all these women? are you 
OK?’ ” she recalls. she answered she was fine. “i would tell 
people i just find the subjects intriguing.” it was only after 
making a move to california’s bay area and getting a divorce 
that she came to realize her life was playing out in her work: 
“When i finally admitted to myself that i felt i was in an abusive 
situation, i understood why i was doing what i was doing. 
Today i feel a closer connection to these women.”

Even as Kahraman was installing the show at shainman—
her first solo in new york and first outing with the gallery—
she was at work on new pieces for exhibitions opening early 
this year. “neighbors,” which opened in January at the 
istanbul modern museum, features two works that continue 
her series “Waraq,” an arabic word that means “playing  » 



applies a thin, even layer of rabbit-skin glue to make the surface 
taut as a drum. she learned the technique in Florence, where  
she earned a degree in graphic design from the accademia 
d’arte e Design, though she never formally studied art. “i am 
kind of happy i didn’t go to an art school,” she reflects. instead, 
she picked up instruction from artists and conservators who 
were in Tuscany learning the old ways. “i don’t know how my 
work would have been if i had gone to an institution,” she says.

a decade later, curiosity still drives Kahraman. Her 
constant research feeds into both the technical execution 
and the content of her work. To obtain accurate plans for  
the sort of traditional homes featured in the “guest/master” 
paintings, Kahraman reached out to several architects in 
baghdad and carried on months-long correspondence about 
the signifi cance of various building styles, different neigh-
borhoods, and the history of specific houses. One of her studio 
worktables is still covered with photocopies and books of  
floor plans. at the same time, she devised a new, complicated 
system of support for the paintings, the irregular shapes  
of which are created by bolting together several heavy wood 
panels. Each work begins with inch-thick mahogany  
slabs cut to the shapes of the rooms. she then has much of the 
wood removed from the back with a computer-controlled   » 

cards” and is a play on the English words war and Iraq. The 
paintings feature near-mirror images of individuals, one 
directed up and one directed down, as on face cards. she is 
passionate as she describes how the images, the style of 
which recalls south asian miniature painting, are extrap-
olated from her father’s experience as a professor of 
linguistics who left his country. “Each painting represents an 
uprooted character where the narrative of past and present  
are intertwined in one space,” she says. “Once a wealthy man, 
now a clown as his most esteemed quality was lost and the 
tedious rebuilding of life needed to begin once again.” This 
month Kahraman debuts new paintings from the “guest/
master” series as well as drawings of abstracted floor plans in 
a solo booth at art Dubai for the Third Line, the host city’s 
most prominent gallery for international contemporary art. 

although she says she might consider adding a third 
gallery, to represent her in Europe—where she has partici-
pated in numerous group museum shows in recent years  
but hasn’t had a solo exhibition since 2010—she sounds a 
cautious note. Her show at shainman sold very well, and  
the Third Line maintains a long waiting list, at which the artist 
chips away by taking a few commissions each year. Kahraman 
is clearly worried by the prospect of taking on further com mit-
ments because her exacting work habits limit her output.  
“i’m a control freak,” she admits. When i ask her if she lets 
studio assistants do the basic work of stretching and prep-  
ping canvases, she exclaims, “Oh, no, that can be very tricky.”

in fact, her process is not only tricky but also rather 
old-fashioned. in the corner of the studio near the entrance  
are large bolts of linen, which Kahraman imports from 
belgium. after attaching the fabric to wood stretchers, she 
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Works are formed 
as floor plans  
of traditional iraqi 
homes in the series 
“Let the guest  
Be the Master,”  
as seen in Five 
Court Compound, 
2013, above.  
in her studio, the 
artist poses  
with a router-cut 
wood sculpture.

Do stuDio assistants stretch anD 
prep canvases? “oh no, that can be 

very tricky,” exclaims the artist.



fascinated by early European anatomical texts and became 
particularly focused on a book by Wilhelm braune featuring 
illustrations he based on cross sections of frozen cadavers. 
“That led me to think i want to see how my body looks, use my 
body as a tool,” says the artist. When she found out a neighbor 
in Oakland had special equipment he used to create 3-D scans 
of archaeological sites, Kahraman invited him to her studio  
to scan her. “i was nude and had to be covered in cornstarch 
and hold my breath. He pieced together about 80 scans, and 
now i have a perfect model i can manipulate in various ways.” 

Kahraman has been using a computerized router to cut 
cross sections of that model from wood panels in geometric 
shapes that can then be assembled as wall-mounted reliefs  
or 3-D sculptures, such as a nearly seven-foot-tall 
dodecahedron shown by the Third Line at art Dubai last 
year. as with all her work, the allusions are layered and 
sometimes contradictory, but more literally than ever before, 
she is at the heart of her work. The cut panels immediately 
recall the scrims of traditional islamic architecture. Her 
inspiration, braune’s book, could be seen as prurient and 
based on violence, or educational and containing the promise 
of healing. Her own cross sections become a means to  
pull herself apart for analysis while maintaining a distance 
through the abstraction of the process. “it was interesting 
because i was looking at my body but i felt no connection,” 
she recalls almost puzzled. “When i have looked back at my 
work more recently, everything fell into place.”  

router, leaving just enough to provide structural support and 
attachment points for special brass fasteners. she oversees 
the work herself, using assistants only to help assemble and 
move the large pieces. 

Elsewhere in the studio are remnants of other experiments. 
On a desk sits a stack of playing cards printed with Kahraman’s 
mirror figures from the “Waraq” series, first shown in 2010  
at Frey norris gallery in san Francisco. she hand-stitched 
1,800 of these cards together to form Al Malwiya, a 13-foot-
tall inverted minaret that was shown at the victoria & albert 
museum in 2011. While she prefers to work in series for solo 
shows, she will often revisit themes and reinterpret elements 
from earlier series for commissioned pieces and one-off 
artworks developed especially for group museum shows.

Leaning against the wall in another corner of the studio are 
large, wavy sheets of a brittle, translucent material. Kahraman 
explains they are dry rawhide and pigskin. “When it arrived 
frozen from Texas, the rawhide looked just like skin; you could 
still see the hair,” she recalls. “Different parts of the animals 
stretch in different directions, so i had to figure out which parts 
would hold their shape. When it dries it becomes very thin,  
and the light through it is amazing.” she developed a system of 
mounting the hide on a thick sheet of polycarbonate—a 
bulletproof plastic, she points out—to stabilize the hide while 
allowing light through. This material that simultaneously 
conveys life and death then could be mounted on light boxes or 
inlaid into wood panels. The finished works for the 2011  
show “Extimacy” at the Third Line were painted with 
elaborately detailed anatomical cross sections based on  
early modern scientific illustrations. 

such cross sections have become another recurring element 
in Kahraman’s multifaceted practice. she has long been 
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Hexahedron, 2013, 
an oil and ink on 
paper mounted  
on panel, is an 
example of the 
artist’s interest in 
juxtaposing the 
body with the 
forms of patterned 
cross sections.

“i want to see how my
boDy looks, use my boDy as  
a tool,” kahraman says.





Mignolo, Walter D. “Sensing Otherwise: A Story of an Exhibition” (Jack Shainman Gallery exhibition review). Ibraaz.org, 30 
September 2013. Online. <http://www.ibraaz.org/projects/57#.UkrAu627jBc.twitter> 

 

 

 

 
Walter D. Mignolo                 30 September 2013 
 

 
Installation shot, Let the Guest Be the Master, 2013, an exhibition by Hayv Kahraman at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY. 

 
I. 

  
You just arrived, half an hour late.  Had to walk three blocks. There was an accident and a traffic jam. The 
taxi left you on 8th and 22nd. There is already a small crowd in the gallery. You pick up the description of 

http://www.ibraaz.org/searchresults?author=Walter+D.+Mignolo&keyword=&title=&platform=0&from=&to=
http://www.ibraaz.org/usr/library/images/main/project_mignolo1.jpg


Mignolo, Walter D. “Sensing Otherwise: A Story of an Exhibition” (Jack Shainman Gallery exhibition review). Ibraaz.org, 30 
September 2013. Online. <http://www.ibraaz.org/projects/57#.UkrAu627jBc.twitter> 

the exhibit and the list of pieces being exhibited. You walk to the first large panel, in the wide entrant hall 
of Shainman Gallery. Now, you are looking at an oil painting on wood panel, Bab el Sheikh (2013).You 
look at the details; you step back and appreciate the modular construction of the surface: small panels, 
which you notice are mounted together, like in a puzzle. The panels are neither rectangular nor square. 
  
You gaze at the floating female bodies – they look transparent. You fixate on their movements: those 
graceful arms and legs that blend with the colour of the wood. The women are not naked, nor do they have 
clothes. 
  
'Interesting space disposition,' someone behind you says while looking at the same large panel. 
  
'Yes,' you respond without looking back. 
  
'The shape follows the contour of an aerial view of a house in Baghdad,' the person continues. He tells you 
he is an architect. 
  
You walk together toward the main room of the gallery, where four other panels are hanging. You see a 
rectangular panel facing the entrance. But before you reach this rectangular panel, you spot a third panel 
to your right, hanging on the same wall: House in Kathemiya (2013). 
  
You stop and step back to look at its shape. Similar contours than those in Bab el Sheikh. They all have 
similar shapes and perspectives: aerial views of a house with women floating within the frame like ghosts, 
rendered on surfaces that are somehow misshapen and modular. 
  
'These houses with a courtyard have a long history, from Persia to the Arab world, and even to the South 
of Spain,' says your interlocutor. 'You can find them there still today: hundreds of houses of this type with 
a courtyard at the center. It is interesting to me how Hayv is blending architecture and history with 
feminism.' 
  
There are one or two square distinctive spaces in each panel; a light green tone. 'That must be the 
courtyard,' you say to yourself. You are familiar with houses with courtyards, but had failed to realise that 
was not only the contour of an aerial view, but an aerial view in which the courtyard has been flattened. 
  
'Yes, indeed,' you respond. 'The Silk Road, through oasis and deserts, from Baghdad to Samarkand: the 
same civilisational patterns. Do you know the artist?' you ask. 
  
'She was born in Baghdad –'  
  
'Oh. I know that.' You interrupted him. 'I also know that her family left the country when she was ten 
because Saddam Hussein was bombing the Kurdish region in the North of Iraq. The family settled in 
Sweden. I also know she studied graphic design in Florence and web design in Sweden.' 
  
'So you know her.' 
  
'No. I know of her but do not know her. How do you know her?' You want to know more. 



Mignolo, Walter D. “Sensing Otherwise: A Story of an Exhibition” (Jack Shainman Gallery exhibition review). Ibraaz.org, 30 
September 2013. Online. <http://www.ibraaz.org/projects/57#.UkrAu627jBc.twitter> 

  
'Just by chance – She was doing research in Baghdad in preparation for this exhibit. She was looking for 
house floor plans and she was working with architects who are friends of mine. I was in Baghdad at that 
time and meet Hayv.' 
  
'Are you Iraqi too?' you ask. 
  
'No. I am from London but live in New York.  Twin cities – you know, like Minneapolis and Saint Paul.' 
  
Funny, you think. 
  

 
Installation shot, Let the Guest Be the Master, 2013, an exhibition by Hayv Kahraman at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY. 

 
II. 

  
You're in the middle of the room where the four panels are hanging. You look at them from a distance, 
and move to avoid the white column in the middle of the room, blocking your view. Then you approach 
each panel to see the details: the patterns, the invisible floor plan, the contours of the buildings viewed 
from above, the walls, the borders in the panel like dividing walls, the screen in the middle, over the 
courtyard. 
  
'What do you know about the courtyard?' you ask your interlocutor. 
  
'It is a very interesting space and very problematic at the same time,' he says. 
  

http://www.ibraaz.org/usr/library/images/main/project_mignolo2.jpg
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'Why so?' 
  
'It is deeply engrained in Muslim, Persian and Arab notions of experiential space.' 
  
'And Samarkand,' you add. 
  
'Yes, sorry. And Samarkand. It is like the front yard and the back yard in urban American architecture. 
Are you American?' he asks. 
  
'My father is, I was born in Uzbekistan; my mother is an Uzbek Muslim. In Samarkand many houses with 
a courtyard remain, they are still standing. Samarkand was not bombed.  We moved to US when I was 18.' 
  
'So, you may know what I mean.' 
  
'Yes, I do. And what I like is that the courtyard is the space that connects the outside, the street, with the 
inside, the house – a border space of sort. And as any border space, there is a hierarchy between the two 
sides of the border.' 
  
'Certainly, the architecture of the courtyard is a problematic space because it is a spatial differentiation of 
gender roles. It is the place where men meet. Women are inside. But, women can observe men in the 
courtyard without being themselves observed. That doesn't ameliorate gender relations for women but it 
is part of the spatial distribution of gender roles.' 
  
As he speaks, your eyes become glued to the magnificent oil on woodwork depicting a complex floor plan 
with five interior courtyards: Five court compound (2013). 'I guess you're right,' you respond half 
listening, half caught in the entanglement of walls, partitions and floating ghost-like women; you are 
mesmerised by that blending of flesh with the materiality of the building. 'Kahraman´s work demands an 
uncoupling of aesthetics from aesthesis,' you murmur. 
  
'What do you mean?' – he nterjects your reverie. 
  
'I mean, she is liberating her sensibility from the prison house of Western art history and sensibility. She 
has to go through the technical aspects of Western art, but that is all, she doesn't have to obey the 
expected regulations. And as a matter of fact, she doesn't.' 
  
After a pause, you continue: 'You see, if you are from Iraq and move to Europe and the US, it is not the 
same as being from France and moving to the US or to Iraq. There is a differential in the value of human 
beings that today are measured by Consulates and by passports. An artist carrying a non-European 
passport and experiences and dwelling in Europe or the US embodies that difference and that difference is 
migrant consciousness.' 
  
'That's an interesting idea,' he responds. 'It makes me think that consciousness is only a universal 
awareness while could only carry the singularity of local memories and sensibilities. Otherwise, it doesn't 
make sense to speak of consciousness without an adjective.' 
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'Yes, you are right.' You agree with enthusiasm. Kahraman's body has been stamped with body-political 
differentials. Her work is at once both a response to what migrants are made to feel and a denial to 
surrender towards that feeling. Migrant consciousness is either a curse or a blessing. In Hayv's work it is a 
blessing.'  
  
He interrupts. 'That's why we have to uncouple aesthetics from aesthesis to understand Hayv's 
work.  That makes sense. I remember a conversation in Iraq, a lunch we had with the architects Hayv was 
working with. She was telling us about her work.  I remember Hayv saying that she threw herself fully into 
her art. I did not understand what she meant at that time. Now perhaps I am beginning to understand 
what she meant – she is there, in those women entangled within the walls: they are her.  And she is there 
for a reason. Now I see; and the reason is that her work emanates from a dark, female complexity – from 
migrant consciousness and from her awareness of Iraq in the global order.' 
  
'Yes, yes,' you react eagerly. 'Yes. That's why she's been questioning identity and identification, not only in 
how you identify yourself but how you identify yourself in relation to how you are identified when you are 
a migrant, and more so if you are from the Middle East.' 
  
'How do you know that?' he asks. 
  
'Oh, I don't know, I read it somewhere, or perhaps someone told me.' 
  

 
Installation shot, Let the Guest Be the Master, 2013, an exhibition by Hayv Kahraman at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY. 
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III. 

  
A brown-skinned and dark-haired woman, young and elegant, all dressed in white, is distributing large 
cards to viewers. She extends one to each of you. 
  
You both walk back to the first panel, Bab el Sheikh. Standing there and looking back to the main room 
you exchange views on the exhibit, and read what is on the card: 
  
The house is my domain. When you enter you will resign and obey. At least that's what I have to believe 

if I were to survive. Indeed you can have the rest but these rooms, these kitchens, these balconies, these 

toilettes are mine. They are an extension of myself. And within the confines of these walls I will do what 

I please. I will watch you from above. Through the screens I can see everything you do and you wont 

even know that I'm watching. I will laugh when you stumble and I will hear your conversations with 

others. You will not see me because you can't handle seeing me. I am too seductive. My black hair, my 

skin. I am behind these walls. Tamed and constrained. Yet this is my domain."  
  
'That explains it,' your interlocutor says. 
  
'Explains what?' 
  
'Sandro Botticelli: Italian male. He painted red- and blond-haired and white-skinned women, naked. 
There was a sensibility that prompted his art, a renaissance sensibility imbibed with a regional sense of 
beauty and a system of gender.' 
  
'I don't understand where you are going with this,' you interrupt, again. 
  
'There is another sensibility in Hayv's work – a female that migrated from Iraq, and paints black-haired 
and brown-skinned women. You know, the Greek word aesthesis means sensing, sensations, what we feel 
in our bodies. European philosophers of the eighteenth century appropriated aesthesis and colonized it. 
They did it by regulating their own taste and disregarding the taste in other civilizations that were not 
their European taste.' 
  
'I see,' you say, and indeed you begin to 'see' and understand what has been shaping your taste and 
sensibility without you knowing it. 
  
'Aesthetics,' he continues, 'became a form of western policing through taste. Now we are here witnessing a 
re-emerging of what is alien to western sensibility but, yet, rendered in a visual frame that makes it some 
how familiar. It is border aesthesis, indeed – that is, a sensibility that is grounded in non-western 
memories rendered familiar by the appropriation of western visual codes.'   
  
'It's like sensing otherwise,' you concede. You turn to face the entrance to a small room. Before entering, 
you see that there is still another small room in the back. 'Look,' your interlocutor says: 'a Mashrabiya.' 
  
The rectangular Mashrabiya has been placed in the centre of the white wall that divides the two rooms in 
the gallery. You both enter the first room and approach the Mashrabiya. 'What is a Mashrabiya?' you ask. 
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'The Mashrabiya, like the courtyard, cuts deep into Islamic visual memories. It is a sort of screen of 
ornamental designs but very functional. It regulates air circulation and sunlight. But it is also a place to 
observe without being observed. You see, what we were talking before about the courtyard. Women 
behind the Mashrabiya look at men in the courtyard, a type of voyeurism that puts women in a temporary 
status of domination.' 
  
You put everything together: the houses, the courtyards, naked ghost women, almost transparent bodies 
embedded in walls, screens regulating air and sunlight are at once offering a place of observation without 
you being observed. All of a sudden you fee; as if you are in a courtyard, being observed from the small 
room you cannot enter. The Mashrabiya is blocking the entrance. 
  

 
Installation shot, Let the Guest Be the Master, 2013, an exhibition by Hayv Kahraman at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY. 

  
IV. 

  
'Look,' the architect says while taking a closer look at the human torsos shaping the figures of the 
Mashrabiya. 'See the torsos have the same shape as the women's bodies on the canvas and the woman in 
the painting, in this room and in the room we cannot enter. We have to peek through the Mashrabiya. We 
are like the women in the house, looking through the Mashrabiya. We, the guest, are allowed to be the 
master.  We are voyeurs!' 
  
'You're right,' you say after a while. 'Now I just realise that all those women are one woman.'   

http://www.ibraaz.org/usr/library/images/main/project_mignolo4.jpg
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'Sure,' your interlocutor says, as if he knows something you don't. 
  
'What do you mean?' A strange sensation runs through your spine. 
  
'I mean,' he says, 'that if she scanned her body as you said a few minutes ago, then she most likely scanned 
herself all around and used that scan on the canvas and in the painting.' 
  
'And how do you know that?' 
  
'This is something I remember from the conversation at lunch, in Baghdad about a year ago.' 
  
'She scanned her body,' you repeat, as if asking yourself. 
  
'Yes, what surprises you? We are all being scanned all the time,' the interlocutor continues. 'Every time we 
go through those scanning machines at security control, arms up, and nude to the voyeur who is policing 
us.' 
  
The sensation in your spine increases. You have never thought about being seen nude each time you 
acquiesce to a scan at the airport: any and every airport. 
  
You are silent for a few minutes, watching the torsos, peeking into the room you could not enter, watching 
the painting on the two walls of both rooms: the women, the woman. The nude bodies are disrupted when 
you approach the painting: geometric shapes and rounded or curved geometric figures replicate the 
scanned organs that compose the Mashrabiya. 
  
You approach the paintings on the wall, one at the time: Tetrahedron (2013)on one wall 
and Octahedron (2013) on the other. You cannot see the title of the painting in the room you cannot enter, 
but you see that the paintings have the same logic: a naked woman's body. You feel like security. You are 
behind a screen, watching. You concentrate on the straight lines of flat platonic solids (those you liked so 
much in elementary school when learning geometry), and those rounded geometric figures disrupting it. 
  
'This confounds me,' you interlocutor says, who is also looking at the painting with the kind of attention 
one might expect from an architect. 
  
'I can imagine this is not architectural design,' you tell him.   
  
'It certainly isn't.' 
  
 
V. 

  
You ramble, trying to organise at least some of the thoughts that come to your mind: 'The rounded figures 
remind me of Arab and perhaps Persian ornamental designs and architecture. There are no rectangles or 
straight lines, you see beyond the flat geometric figures. I have seen this in previous works by Kahraman. 
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It sounds to me like she is disturbing geometric forms so dear to western civilization with geometric forms 
that are so dear to Islamic civilization. She uses those round forms like weapons.' 
  
'But these particular round shaped geometric figures don't look to me like Islamic shapes.' 
  
You think for a while. Something is dancing in your head, like a déjà vu you can't place. You think about 
the composition of the painting: naked body, flattened platonic solids disrupted by round shaped forms, 
as if those forms where coming not from geometry but from the inside of the human body. Then, bingo, – 
you rememberExtimacy (2012), one of Kahraman's previous exhibitions that most impressed you; like an 
even earlier show,Sacrifice (2008)..[1] 
  
'You seem to have discovered something,' your interlocutor observes. 
  
'Well – not discovered but remembered. In Extimacy, Hayv scanned her body and 'externalised' the 
organs. It is a powerful de-eroticisation of the female body that we find particularly in the western world 
and its areas of influence. Her work, I am realising, is deeply sociogenetic.' 
  
'Sociogenetic?' the interlocutor asks. He's never heard of the word. 
  
'I mean, it is how you conceive your own identity once you realize that your identity depends on your 
awareness of how you are perceived by others. And if you are a brown skinned and dark haired women in 
the West, well, you become aware of that pretty soon.' 
  
While you are talking, two men in suits and ties and the woman you had seen welcoming visitors at the 
entrance of the gallery enter the room you do not have access to, blocked by the Mashrabiya. You notice a 
door there. 'Who are they?' you ask your interlocutor. 
  
'I don't know.' 
  
'And why they are entering there and we cannot?' 
  
'I don't know. But I do know that the most private room in a house is at the back of it. This seems to be 
that kind of room.' 
  
At that moment you feel someone touching your arm, calling your attention. You turn and next to you is 
the same brown-skinned, dark-haired woman dressed in white that handed to you the first card a short 
while ago. She extends another large card to you, which you receive. It says: 
  
I'm a commodity. My paintings are a commodity. My figures are a commodity. I pose in the nude and 

photograph my body to use as outlines for paintings. My figures then are visual transitions of my own 

body. They are buying my body. The figures are rendered to fit the occidental pleasures. White flesh. 

Transparent flesh. Posing in compositions directly taken from the renaissance. Conforming to what they 

think is ideal. Neglecting everything else. Colonizing my own body to then be displayed gracefully into 

my rectangular panels. Carnal and visceral palpability. I provide for you in my rectangles. I know you 

http://www.ibraaz.org/projects/57#_ftn1
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like it. That's why I paint it.  To catch your gaze. To activate your gaze. I want you to buy me so you can 

look at me all day long. I'm your little oriental pussycat. You can pet me I don't bite.  
  
You finish reading and check the time. It's late. Your friends will be at Pegu in ten minutes. You walk to 
the door and turn around to say goodbye to your interlocutor, but he's not in the room. You look for him 
in the gallery where the four large panels are.  He's not there either. You walk towards the exit and look 
back once again. You do not see him. 
  
You exit, call a taxi and feel the sensation of a shift. Botticelli – with his naked, white-skinned and fair-
haired women – has been reduced to size. 
 
 

 
[1] Eid Al Adha (Feast of Sacrifice) commemorates Ibraham's (Abraham) willingness to obey God by 
sacrificing his son. Kahraman series depicts elegant women decapitating a lamb, taking away the job 
traditionally done by men, and not necessarily in elegant attires. 
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IHT SPECIAL 

Dark Memories of War Illuminate an Artist’s Work 

 

Hayv Kahraman/The Third Line 

CHAINED WOMEN: Hayv Kahraman’s large-scale paintings on canvas and wood make references to the horrors of war, so-called honor 

killings and female genital mutilation. 

 

By NINA SIEGAL 
Published: January 11, 2013 
 

Air raid sirens punctuate Hayv Kahraman’s earliest childhood memories. The Kurdish, Baghdad-born 
artist says her parents often told her about how, in 1981, when she was just 3 months old, they had to stop 
their car in the middle of a busy street to crouch under a building while missiles flew overhead. 

That was during the Iran-Iraq War. Later, when she was about 8 or 9, she said, she had vivid memories of 
the time when President Saddam Hussein was threatening to use nuclear weapons on northern Iraq. 

“I remember we were in the souk, the market, and the air raid sirens started,” Ms. Kahraman said in a 
phone interview. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/v/carol_vogel/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/iraq/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
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“Everybody ran,” she said. “We ran back home and the entire family hid in the basement and waited, just 
waited in the dark.” 

She turned 10 during the first Gulf War, while the air raid sirens were wailing again, and her parents 
finally had had enough; they hired a kachakchi, or cross-border smuggler, and escaped to Sweden. 

“We left everything behind,” she said. “I don’t remember taking much — a few toys. The road from Iraq to 
Sweden took more than a month, because we stopped in many countries. We went to Jordan first, and 
stopped in Addis Ababa in Ethiopia; we stayed in Yemen for about two weeks and then Frankfurt and then 
we flew to Stockholm.” 

“As soon as we reached Stockholm, my mother took us right to the bathroom in the airport and flushed 
our fake passports,” Ms. Kahraman added. “She went to the police and said ‘We’re here, what do we do?’ It 
was about 3:30 in the afternoon and it was dark.” 

Ms. Kahraman went on to grow up in Sweden, to study classical painting in Florence and ultimately to 
settle in the United States, but her work continues to explore the dark memories and current events of the 
world she left behind. 

Her large-scale paintings on canvas and wood, which employ elements of classical Japanese painting, 
illuminated Arab manuscripts and Italian Renaissance painting, make references to the horrors of war, so-
called honor killings and female genital mutilation. 

The combination of Eastern and Western influences and political subject matter has made them 
surprisingly sought after in the Middle Eastern art market. In October, Christie’sDubai sold one of her 
most recent paintings, “The Triangle,” for $98,500 — an extraordinary price for a 31-year-old 
contemporary artist. At least five bidders in the room and on the phone were driving the price higher, said 
Hala Khayat, Christie’s Dubai’s head of sales for modern and contemporary Arab, Iranian and Turkish art. 
She called Ms. Kahraman one of the “very hot” artists selling in the region today. 

Ms. Kahraman’s Dubai gallery, The Third Line, was selling her works for about $14,000 to $20,000 at the 
FIAC art fair in Paris in November, but “they could basically ask whatever price they want right now,” Ms. 
Khayat said. 

The gallery sold the paintings in her most recent show, “Extimacy,” at the end of November, for $35,000 
to $40,000. The six panels depict gracefully drawn women, each of whom is extracting a cross-sectional 
slice of her own flesh. 

“Having these women violently detaching their limbs, for me, is very reminiscent of the psyche of a 
refugee,” said Ms. Kahraman, “and that sense of detachment you have from your land that you’ve had to 
leave behind. That’s the idea of the diasporic women, who are fragmented, or cyborgs almost. They’ve had 
to give up part of themselves.” 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/health/diseasesconditionsandhealthtopics/femalegenitalmutilation/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/c/christies/index.html?inline=nyt-org
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Previous works have depicted women as marionettes, as bodies draped along a clothesline, and as “strange 
fruit” hanging from the black branches of a twisted tree. 

In a series presented at the Saatchi Gallery in London in 2008, Ms. Kahraman explored the story of the 
sacrifice of the lamb from both the Koran and the Bible, a narrative that is central to the Islamic festival of 
Id al-Adha. But in Ms. Kahraman’s reworking, women were represented in the place of the lambs. 

The paintings have struck a chord with collectors in the Middle East, said Ms. Khayat, because there is 
very little material coming out of that region that is attuned to sociopolitical matters. Since artists in the 
Middle East face censorship or condemnation if they address such sensitive political issues, it take an 
outsider to reflect effectively on what is going on there, she said. 

Middle Eastern collectors “either like things that relate to their countries — so it’s perhaps a bit of a 
nationalistic approach — or talks about a certain period of past glory,” anything prior to the 1970s, that 
golden time between the 1950s and 1970s, Ms. Khayat added. 

“But when it comes to contemporary art there are very few that reach out to the hearts of people,” she said. 
“I think what’s happening in the region, women being oppressed again, this is connecting with people.” 

Kathy Davis, senior researcher at the Research Institute for History and Culture at Utrecht University in 
the Netherlands, who wrote Ms. Kahraman’s catalogue essay, likens her images to the French feminist 
conceptual artist, Orlan, who has undergone many rounds of cosmetic surgery to repeatedly remake her 
own face. 

“Women have a long tradition of using their bodies to exert some sense of control over their situation,” 
said Ms. Davis. “Cosmetic surgery under more ordinary circumstances also has that. Women feeling that 
their bodies are defined by outside forces, and by trying to focus on outside forces they’re taking control.” 

Ms. Davis suggests that the popularity of Ms. Kahraman’s work may have to do with “an increasing 
interest in women’s issues that have to do with power and inequality and women’s social position in the 
Middle East.” But also, “the drawings are visually elegant, the tradition she’s working in comes from 
decorative art, so it’s about beauty and also at the same time things that are the antithesis of beauty — 
shocking, ugly things.” 

There are no air raid sirens in the background anymore; Ms. Kahraman paints from the safety of her home 
in Oakland, California, where she lives with her cat, Mochi. “She’s half Persian, half American,” said Ms. 
Kahraman, wryly. “She’s a hybrid, too.” 

She still has conflicting emotions about leaving Iraq. 

“If I had stayed there, my work would have probably been about being in an oppressive environment 
under Saddam, which would probably result in my hanging or something,” she reflected. 
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“Life under Saddam was horrendous, and I am part Kurdish and we all know how he treated the Kurds,” 
she said. “However, when I first move to the States, I was very depressed, because I had moved to the 
country that at that time was actively bombing my home country. I felt this immense guilt — that I should 
be there, I should be doing something. There was part of me that wanted to do something; that’s 
something that comes out in my work. It is an avenue for me to make it right.” 

A version of this article appeared in print on January 10, 2013, in The International Herald Tribune. 
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Marionnettes, Hayv Kahraman
7 Mai - 10 Juin, Qatar

Texte - Béatrice Grossi

Marionetes,Hayv Kahraman
May 7 - June 10, Qatar

Translation - Hélène Poirier

Artiste invitée à la Biennale de Sharjah et 
simultanément présentée à la foire d’art contemporain 
Art Dubai… La péninsule arabique AIME décidément 
Hayv Kahraman, jeune et  talentueuse peintre 
irakienne. Elle nous revient ce mois-ci à Doha, 
pour y exposer sa toute dernière série de créations, 
‘Marionnettes’. Rencontre.

“L’univers que je peins est un monde précaire rempli de 
possibilités effrayantes. Certaines choses se passent, se 
passeront et se sont passées; des choses qui peuvent causer 
une grande souffrance si l’on en parle; des choses qui sont 
considérées comme tabou, ou trop dures à régler. Pour 
l’instant, je sens que la seule façon de soulever le sujet est  
par la beauté et l’art proposés au spectateur.”
Hayv Kahraman tente ainsi de présenter, en toute 
simplicité, l’objet de son art et l’approche qu’elle entend 
privilégier :

De beauté, il en est irrémédiablement question lorsqu’on 
observe la longue série de créations accumulées depuis 
2006. Précision du trait, éclat des couleurs, souci du 
détail, Hayv fait montre d’une exigeante acuité dans la 
réalisation de ses compositions. Alors qu’on voit défiler 
avec elle son portfolio si parfaitement agencé sur le 
site web qu’elle s’est elle-même créé avec brio, l’artiste 
reconnaît ‘parvenir aujourd’hui, grâce à l’utilisation de la 
peinture à l’huile, à expérimenter des couleurs encore plus 
riches, à travailler les reliefs et ainsi à donner naissance à 
des expressions encore plus personnelles'. Son passage à la 
peinture sur toile de lin – grand format semble aussi avoir 
généré chez elle de nouvelles impulsions créatives. Elle se 
réjouit de l’effet naturel procuré par les toiles.

Nul doute, la jeune artiste ne cesse d'évoluer et se trouve 
vouée à un avenir prometteur. Son style, empreint de 
multiples influences artistiques -art japonais, miniatures 
grecques et perses, peinture classique de la Renaissance- 
est, à chaque nouvelle création, un peu plus raffiné. Une 
esthétique indéniablement soignée, méticuleusement 
travaillée qui, comme elle le souhaite, permet à Hayv 
de sensibiliser encore mieux son public à un ensemble 
de thèmes souvent difficiles à traiter en image. En effet, 
sous les traits gracieux et délicats des personnages au 
regard troublant qui envahissent les tableaux de l'artiste, 
se cache inéluctablement une critique sociale acerbe. 
Composition, géométrie des corps, mise en scène des 
couleurs, contrôle des mouvements, chaque aspect de la 
création suggère en fait à sa façon le climat de tension sur 
lequel repose, paradoxalement, chaque oeuvre.

Exilée d’Irak à l’âge de 10 ans, l’artiste ne peut nier la 
tourmente dans laquelle le pays se trouve plongé depuis 
des décennies. Les ravages de la guerre et l’oppression 
féminine sont ainsi des thèmes prédominants dans toute 
son oeuvre. Si sa dernière série ('Marionnettes') traite des 
processus d'aliénation inhérents à la dureté du quotidien 
conjugal, certaines des premières créations n'ont pas 
manqué de montrer du doigt des pratiques encore plus  
extrêmes telles que les cas de pendaisons pour rétablir 
l'honneur d'une famille.

A l'instar de nombreux artistes contemporains du monde 
arabe en exil, aujourd'hui aux confluents de l'Occident 
et de l'Orient, Hayv n’a de cesse de rétablir, au sein de 
sa peinture, ce lien rompu avec sa terre natale. Animée 
du désir de mémoire et de contestation, l'artiste prône 
l'espoir "qu'un jour l'humanité pourra connaître de profonds 
changements".
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Tomato Offer, Hayv Kahraman , 2008
Oil on Linen, 112cm/178cm

Courtesy of the Artist and The Third Line Gallery

Doha

She was invited both at the Sharjah Biennial and at 
the contemporary Art Dubai fair. The Middle East 
does love Hayv Kahraman, a young and talented 
Iraqi painter.  She is back this month in Doha for an 
exhibition of her latest body of work, “Marionetes”.

‘The world I paint is a precarious state of terrifying 
contingency. Things are happening, will happen, have 
happened; things that will lacerate when spoken about; 
things that are considered taboo or too harsh to deal with. 
At this stage I feel that the only way to put these issues up 
front is by inviting the viewer through beauty and design’. 
Hayv Kahraman thus tries to introduce her work and her 
outlook in a simple manner.

The word beauty definitely springs to mind when 
discovering the extensive series of creations which she 
has been developing since 2006. Clear lines, bright tones, 
attention to detail, Hayv displays an exacting acuity in 
the composition of her works. Looking with us at her 
portfolio on a website that she created herself, the artist 
acknowledges that through the use of oil paint, she 
can "reach today richer colours, work more on the texture, 
and thus create more personal expressions”. The move 
towards large scale linen canvases also generated new 
creative impulses. She is thrilled by the natural effect thus 
achieved in her works.

There is no doubt about it: the young artist keeps evolving 
and has a promising future. Her style, reflective of her 
many artistic influences – Japanese art, Greek and Persian 
miniatures, Renaissance classical paintings – becomes 
more refined with each new creation. Her very meticulous 
aesthetic enables Hayv to introduce her public to themes 
that are often difficult to convey visually. For underneath 
the mostly delicate and graceful features and distracting 
gaze of the figures who populate her paintings assuredly 
lies a sharp social criticism. Composition geometry 
of the bodies, staging of the pigments, control of the 
movements, each aspect of the creative process suggests 
in its own way the tense environment paradoxically 
underpinning each piece of her work. The artist left Iraq 
when she was 10, but she can’t put aside the troubles her 
country has experienced for decades. The devastation 
of war and women’s oppression are prevalent themes in 
her work. If her latest series “Marionnettes” deals with the 
inherent alienation of domestic life, some of her earlier 
creations were pointing at extremely violent practices 
such as honor killings.

Like many other contemporary Arab artists living in exile, 
at the cusp of East and West, Hayv never ceases to re-
establish through her paintings her severed link to her 
native land. Moved by the desire to remember and rebel, 
the artist advocates the hope that “one day, humankind 
will experience deep changes”.

Marionetes will be shown at The Third Line Doha 
from May 7 to June 10
For more info on the exhibition, check page 44 
(Events Listing) or more info on the artist log on to 
www.hayvkahraman.com
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prof ile

The rich web of l ife can lead us in many directions and stil l leave
us with our identity unresolved, Yet by drawing on all experiences,

regardless of destination, Hayv Kahraman is revealing how the true
artistic soul wil l always find a means of sustenance and direction,

hree women si t  with colourful  robes barely covering their

pale bodies Their  del icate round faces, red l ips, almond-

shaped eyes and sweeping black eyebrows are framed by

bi l lowing masses of black hair .  Two of them look out into the

void whi le the third f igure si t t ing in the centre, looks at the

viewer, conveying both submission and def iance. Float ing on

a bare canvas, the f igures are suspended in midair  by str ings

aff ixed to the tops of their  heads, which cont inue beyond the

frame. These women are both of this world and otherworldly.

Welcome to the complex, beaut i ful  and melanchol ic world

of Hayv Kahraman, And this is Bepose, part  of  Kahraman's

Marionettes series. The painting does not fit into one art

histor ical  canon but rather borrows from mult iole cul tures

and art  t radi t ions; with inf luences that include the l tal ian

Renaissance, European Surreal ism, Japanese and Middle

Eastern art, among others. ln the past few years, the 28 year-

old l raqi  painter has received internat ional at tent ion through

showcases at venues including the Saatchi Gal lery,  The Third

Line and Art Dubai. To say her star is on the rise would be an

understatement,  but through stepping into her world for a day,

i t  becomes clear that she is takinq i t  al l  one canvas at a t ime

Olr lf rc 'l lr:i l l

To understand her art, one has to understand Kahraman's

l i f ^  ^ h r l  + r n r  r n l o  n ^ - n i t a  h o r  r r n r  t n f l  2 n a  - h ^  h - .  - l r ^ ^ r l \  /
i l t u  a t  t u  L t  d v u t J .  u u J P r r 9  |  r s r  y w u r  r v  q v s ,  J t  t u  I  t d -  a i l  u d u y

cr isscrossed the globe and amassed l i fe experiences that

would be di f f icul t  for a person twice her age to match. Born in

1981 in Baghdad Kahraman f led with her sister and mother

to Sweden 10 years later,  by way of Ethiopia, Germany and

Yemen. Her life in Sweden began with an extended stay in a

refugee camp, but eventual ly the country became her home

for over a decade, At 22, she went to Florence to study graphic

arts and web design and met her husband Anthony, there. In

2007 they moved to his hometown of Phoenix Arizona While

her travels take her rncreasingly further away from lraq, her

nat ive country is never far f rom her mind or her work. 'As

o n  o d r  r l t  I  f a a l  t h i o  n r r i l t  c n  h o i n n  6 2 f 5 n 6 y i n n r J  ^ ^  ^  l / i i l - J l ^
d l  I  d u u l t ,  I  l u u l  u  l l D  g L r i l r .  o v  u g i l  r v  w q r g v v r  r J u r . l  d J  d  i v l l u u l u

Eastern art ist  makes me feel as though l 'm trying to make

it  r ight.  I  feel  l ike I  was robbed from ful ly experiencing the

lraqi cul ture Fiercely patr iotrc,  Kahraman has misgivings

about l iv ing in the USA, but upon returning to l raq in March

2007, she was surpr ised to discover that she could not relate

to the current l raqi  cul ture or i ts people. At that moment,  i t

became clear that she was an outsider, no matter where she

went.  "When I  went to l raq I  fel t  l ike a tour ist  In Sweden, I 'm

atour is t  and here  [ in  the  USA]  lam def in i te ly  a tour is t ! "  Th is

sense of belonging nowhere and everywhere has imbued her

work with a universal appeal.  "The merging of cul tures f in

Previous spread: Cookmg. 2008. Oi l  on l inen. 1 16.8 x 193 cm.

Facing page: (Detail) Falcors- 2006. Sumi ink and acrylic on papei 61 x 38 cm
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iourist ln Swed*n, I
herr I weni tn lraq, I felt like a

ffi atourist and
here [in ihe USA] I r '  - ' ,, i  l-. l ,arn celln l Lely

e tor:ristl The rnerging of cultures
[in nn)/ art] is e scarch for ideniity

l've never l^raC d l"rcrne Well, I
had one but it pot Cestroyed,"

my artl is a search for identity, l 've never had a home. Well,

lhad one but i t  got destroyed." After l iv ing in cul tural ly r ich

cities such as Baghdad, Florence and Stockholm, it was in the

incongruous context of suburban Phoenrx that she found her

voice as an artist.

A seminal year for Kahraman was 2007. Her move to

Phoenix and visit to lraq forced her to face the realities of

a rootless existence. The isolation she felt l iving in ihe USA

translated into a period of introspection, which led to a prolific

ohase in her art. lt was at this time that she developed a

confident and technically precise painterly style. Perhaps

most importantly, she devised a signature that expresses the

function of her paintings. A red circle above a small red square

depicts words in Arabic calligraphy which translate as "the

inner travels of Hayv" and below, also in red, is Kahraman's

signature. "My work is an outlet. I don't possess one language

perfectly so I have all these words floating in my head, [all] in

different languages," she explains. lt seems that painting has

become a way for her to develop a language with which to

express herself with fluency. So what is it that she is expressing,

exactly? The subject of women is recurrent and predominant.

An older painting hanging in her foyer, entitled FGM (Female

Genital Mutilation), is a favourite of hers. "l really don't want to

sel l  that one, I 'm holding onto i t  for as long as I  can," she says

ln the living room hangs Dwarfing, a canvas from her 2008

series on bonsai t rees, der ived from the technique of t r imming

bonsai t rees to keep them smal l  and del icate. Upon closer

examination, one sees that the bonsai tree is shaped like a

woman, "Every time I hear about something lbadl happening

to women, I fall apart." Her sentiment towards women and

their  role in society,  whether i t  has been imposed or chosen,

can be as critical as it can be empathetic.

Before arriving in the USA, Kahraman had a notion of

an open-minded culture which did not f i t  wi th the real i ty she

encountered. She found that the young Amerlcan women she

spoke to did not have aspirations that went beyond "getting

marr ied, having kids and a house, owning a car and having a

dog," explains Kahraman. This desire for domest ic i ty shocked

Kahraman and inspired Marionettes The women depicted

in the series are puppets performing different house chores

and adhering to the submissive role tradi t ional ly assigned to

Previous sDread: Ioilette. 2008. Oil on linen. 106.6 x 172 7 cm.

Facing page: Combing. 2008. Oil on linen. 172.7 x106.7 cm.
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Ln wornen, I tell me&trt,u'

women. In ,?epose, the three women are in various states of

undress because, as Kahraman explains, "another duty of the

housewife is to please her man, so these women would fal l

into that category." Creating a series on women as puppets

could veer rnto the cl ich6 or uninspired but Kahraman avoids

this by conceal ing the puppet master.  " l t  can be up to chance,"

she explains. ' l  don t  real ly want to say that i t 's the male sex

control l ing them."

fl 0f r t'rl;l r:r ri-t \r :;l i rf,r

Kahraman's paint ings go down the wel l - t rodden path of

examining women in society but she does i t  with such fear less

earnestness that she renders an old topic new again. A large

part of this newness is derived from her actual painting style

In her early work, her point of  departure was graphic arts,  such

as the work of 19th-century Engl ishman Aubrey Beardsley,

who created flat, somewhat macabre compositions. In 2007

she began to widen her sources, whi le st i l l  looking to the past.

In fact,  aside from Shir in Neshat (see Canvas Volume 3, lssue

5) whom she admires to the point of veneration, very few of

Kahraman's inspirat ions are contemporary. One is able to pick

out specif ic art  histor ical  inf luences layered in her work. For

instance, the marionettes' hair looks to Japan and the textiles

evoke Persian miniatures, whi le the f loat ing women with str ings

protruding from their foreheads are drawn from European

Surreal ism. But what informs her work the mosi is the l tal ian

Renaissance, even down to the way in which she prepares

her canvas with rabbit skin glue, a technique favoured by the

Old Masters. Her style of female face and silhouette brings to

Previous spread: Mevlevi Sema L 2007. Sumi ink, acrylic, and watercolour on paper 58.5 x 108.5 cm.

Facing page: (Detail) Sweeptng. 2009. Oil on linen. 178 x 1 12 cm

prof ile

mind the pointy chin and ful l  cheeks of da Vinci 's N4adonnas

and Ghir landaio's ladies- in-wait ing. Her labour- intensive

technique, which requires careful  precision and focus, ref lects

the importance of craft  in her work -  something often missing

in the irreverent world of Contemporary arI and a characterrstic

of her work that she herself recognises. 'A lot of people don t

understand Contemporary art. My work is figurative and so

one might be able to enter i t  more easi ly than [a work that is

just l  a scratch on a canvas. Our world is so cosmopol i tan,

everything is merged and I  think people recognise that uni ty

in my work."

Kahraman reminisces about her chi ldhood and fondly

recalls a playroom her parents had set up for her and her

sister in their  Baghdad home. "We could paint anywhere,

on al l  four wal ls.  lmagine, as a kid having four wal ls as a

canvas!" Whi le she may have lost her home, sense of cul tural

identity and roots, she gained a universal perspective that

transcends cultural  conf inement.  She looks around the world

and borrows from East and West, from past and present, to

create a painterly style that is mature beyond a woman of her

28 years. Kahraman's paintings have a gravitas to them which

set her work apart .  So, which col lect ions would she l ike to see

her paint ings in? 'Al l  of  them!" she exclaims with a laugh. "You

can dream big, r ight?'  l t  seems those dreams might become

a reality very soon. Kahraman is showing at a group show at

Mart in-Gropius-Bau in Berl in in November 2009, a solo show

in January 2010 at the Thierry Goldberg Projects in New York

and another solo show at Frey Norris in San Francisco in May

2010. Looks like she has the olobe covered .ii i

For more information visit www.hayvkahraman.com and

www.thethirdline.com
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 INTERVIEW WITH HAYV KAHRAMAN

NOVEMBER PAYNTER You studied graphic design at the Accademia di Arte e Design in Florence and continue 

to practice illustration. Were you already painting before and during your studies?

HAYV KAHRAMAN Yes, I have painted as long as I remember. As a child I was 

either going to be an artist or a ballerina. I attended the School of Music 

and Ballet in Baghdad. 

NP How has your painting style developed and how much has it been 

influenced by your training in graphic design?

HK I think it has changed—or maybe morphed would be the better word 

for it. I find myself constantly changing, evolving and growing. What is 

important though is that I have always put my entire self in each piece 

I do. Not only doing research but really trying to live it and immerse 

myself in it as much as I can. Yes, my studies in graphic design have 

taught me valuable lessons in symmetry and composition. This training 

allowed me to see the beauty in simplicity and the power of color. My 

early work as a teenager before studying was erratic and very busy. 

There was just too much going on and I think studying design helped me 

organize my images and thoughts. 

NP The paintings you now produce require a highly sophisticated technical approach. Is this important 

in terms of the subject matter as well as the aesthetics?

HK Yes, it is extremely important. I always strive for quality and craftsmanship whether I am painting 

in oils or on paper. I stretch my own canvas and prime it myself using rabbit skin glue, which is 

a traditional method used for centuries to size the canvas. I leave my canvas unprimed because I 

absolutely love the nature and texture of the linen. 

NP How did you come to develop such a distinctive style and from which cultures have you gained 

inspiration and specific mannerisms? Do you feel that the way you fuse styles and references stems 

from your connection/disconnection to Iraq?

HK I look at many images everyday; not only paintings but also random images I find online. The more I 

see the more inspired I become, and it all grows from there. My style evolved in this way and naturally 

through endless sketching and developing. 
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Hayv Kahraman at work

Tomato Offer, 2008
Oil on linen, 70 x 44 in / 178 x 112 cm 
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Having grown up in both the east and west I find that I can share in a mixture of cultures without fully 

identifying with any of them. I am one of many Iraqis uprooted from their homeland due to war. Having 

lived in Sweden, Italy and now the United States, I have always felt like a tourist and an immigrant at 

the same time. My paintings are a gateway and a reminder of my identity. While Iraq will always be my 

homeland and is an important instrument in my work, having fled my country I am now dealing with 

emotions of rootlessness, non-identity, longing and guilt. This is the reality of a refugee where issues of 

living between two completely different worlds in which language and customs differ arise. Living so far 

away from the Middle East, I always long for a connection with my Arabic identity. 

NP Where do the references to Asian painting styles and composition come from?

HK The Asian influence stems from images that I have fallen in love with. I have never visited Japan but 

I greatly admire their sense of design. They seem to achieve utmost harmony with simplistic strokes 

and composition. Ultimately I merge many styles that reach from the Italian renaissance and Japanese 

painting to Arabic calligraphy and Persian miniatures. All of these are major inspirations and perhaps 

an intuitive approach for unity.

NP Why do you only paint women? And where are the ends of the strings which disappear beyond the 

frame?

HK It is true that all my figures are women. I think that there are two main reasons for this: first and 

foremost, it is due to the sense of empathy that I experience whenever I see, hear or read stories about 

women who have experienced barbaric situations. I feel this powerful connection with them and I feel 

the need to put this down on canvas. 

The second and perhaps more profound reason for painting these things came to me only after 

examining and contemplating my work. I fled my native soil in Iraq; I left my friends, my home and 

my people behind. As I mentioned before, now as an adult this sudden departure has resulted in my 

developing inescapable feelings of guilt and remorse. I paint war not peace, inequality not equality. This 

all provides me with a sense of redemption or even a voice to revolt against inhumane atrocities like 

honor killings and war. In short, my paintings are an outlet of rebellion. 

As for the strings, maybe they are being held by something/someone else? In cutting the image in this 

way I leave room for interpretation. Many would assume it is men who regulate the strings, but it can 

also be circumstance.

NP The women you paint are extremely elegant, why is this so? Is it a form of yearning for another kind 

of life and is this why you also occasionally paint females in the nude?

HK Yes, the women I paint are longing and searching for a different alternative world that transcends 

the boundaries of the canvas. In the Marionette series, for example, there is a questioning, if you will, 

of something beyond their repetitive lifestyle of endless cleaning, scrubbing and serving. There is a 

marvelous quote by Simone de Beauvoir that goes hand in hand with what I was trying to express in this 

series: “Washing, ironing, sweeping. All this halting of decay is also the denial of life.”

NP Where do the patterns on their clothes come from?
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Denounced Ideal, 2009
Oil on linen with thread and needles, 26 in / 66 cm in diameter

2
Folding Flying Sheet, 2009
Oil on linen, 70 x 34 in / 177.8 x 86.4 cm

3
Sweeping, 2009
Oil on linen, 70 x 44 in / 178 x 112 cm

1

2

3
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Folding Large Sheet, 2008
Oil on linen, 52 x 85.8 in / 132 x 218 cm
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HK They come from everywhere. I borrow from Islamic patterns, Italian patterns and Japanese or really 

anything that stands out to me. I then design my own patterns based on all these different references.  

NP Their hair is very ornate and voluptuous, is this a reference to the wearing of the turban? 

HK The women’s black hair accentuates their femininity and is exaggerated in dimension. I portray it in 

that way to offer an affirmation of their female identity.

NP Is there any symbolism in your paintings that refers to art historical references or that comes from 

your own system of signification—such as the women’s swan-like necks?

HK Yes, sometimes. I spent a lot of time in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, Italy, looking at master paintings 

from the medieval ages to the Baroque period and many of the symbolic elements I took from these 

have appeared transformed in my work. For example, the apple that appears in renaissance art usually 

depicted with Venus bears symbolic references to a woman’s breast. In my work this apple morphed into 

a tomato. I am not sure why this occurred, but it might be a Middle Eastern influence manifesting itself. 

As for the swan-like necks… the swan is a beautiful and elegant creature. I remember ballet rehearsals 

in Baghdad for Swan Lake at my school and falling in love with the music. Although I was just a kid, 

the rehearsal was very tough and it was something I was proud of taking part in and I couldn’t wait 

to perform. But this experience got interrupted because of the war. My family decided to flee Baghdad 

and travel north to Suleymania where it was presumably “safer”. I left my school and a completely new 

journey began at that point.

NP Do your paintings contain allegories or refer to specific stories?

HK Yes, some do. In fact I am now working on seven paintings that will represent the mythological 

Sumerian story of the descent of Inanna into the underworld. In short, she passes seven gates, and 

before entering each gate she has to take off one of the items she has gathered before entering and that 

are said to represent civilization. In my paintings she is wearing seven items of clothing (colored in 

blues, greens and golds, symbolic of the earth’s colors) and in each painting one item is removed and set 

aside to make a pile of clothing in the last one with Inanna appearing as a completely nude figure. This 

is a work in progress so it is still very fresh.

Hayv Kahraman (b. 1981, Baghdad), studied Graphic Design at Accademia di Arte e Design, Florence and 
Web Design at the University of Umeå, Sweden. Kahraman recently exhibited work in the Sharjah Biennial, 
UAE (2009); at the Volta NY Art Fair in a solo cooperation with Thierry Goldberg Gallery, New York (2009); in 
Marionettes (solo), The Third Line, Doha (2009) and in Unveiled, New art from the Middle East, Saatchi Gallery, 
London (2009). She lives and works in the United States.

November Paynter is an independent curator and the Director of the Artist Pension Trust, Dubai. She regularly 
writes for art periodicals including Artreview, Bidoun, Artforum online and is the Istanbul correspondent for 
Contemporary Magazine.

Combing, 2008
Oil on linen, 68 x 42 in / 172.7 x 106.6 cm     

All images © the artist
Courtesy The Third Line, Doha – Dubai

TOP
Ironing, 2008
Oil on linen, 42 x 68 in / 106.6 x 172.7 cm 

BOTTOM 
Hegemony, 2009
Oil on linen, 52 x 86 in / 132.1 x 218.4 cm
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Toilette, 2008
Oil on linen, 42 x 68 in / 106.6 x 172.7 cm



 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/07/arts/design/07armo.html?_r=1 
 
Art 

Toplessness and Taxidermy in a Bottoming Market  

 
David Goldman for The New York Times 
Clifton Childree’s installation “Miamuh Swamp Adventure,” a rickety installation resembling a rotting silent-movie 
theater, at Pulse on Pier 40.  
 

By KAREN ROSENBERG 

Published: March 6, 2009  

As a newly sobered art world sizes up this weekend’s Armory Show, many are wondering about the fates of 
smaller fairs with catchier names. What prospects do they have in a crippled economy? A winnowing has 
already occurred: at least three of last year’s Armory-week fairs have opted out of the festivities. 

Those that remain are trying out some new strategies. Volta, which shares a parent company with the Armory, 
strives to be seen as its younger, hipper sibling (something like the Art Statements section of solo-artist booths 
at Art Basel and Art Basel Miami Beach). Pulse, in its most diverse incarnation yet, is banking on globalization. 
And Scope supplements its accessible, pop-kitschy wares with a packed special-events calendar of music, 
screenings and parties. 

Everywhere artists were mindful of recession economics. At Volta, Alejandro Diaz’s black-marker epigrams on 
cardboard could be had for $99.99. At Scope, artists hawked T-shirts and other multiples priced from $5 to 
$250 in a separate pavilion marked “Cheap, Fast and Out of Control.” 

In previous seasons wry deconstructions of the fair environment, taking a buzz saw to the walls of the booth, for 
example, or leaving it mostly empty, were common sights. This time dealers showed tidy installations of 
paintings and photographs, mostly of modest proportions. “Small is the new big,” a wall text at Scope 
proclaimed. 



The solo projects at Volta, in particular, exhibited a slightly queasy self-consciousness of art as a commodity. 
“Age of Anxiety” is the pre-emptively clever theme of this year’s fair, which was organized by the returning 
team of Amanda Coulson and Christian Viveros-Faune. 

One piece raising eyebrows was a sculpture by Fernando Mastrangelo, at the booth of the Los Angeles gallery 
Rhys Mendes. A white figure of a Colombian coca farmer resting on a mirror-tiled floor in an all-black setting, 
it was said to be made of cocaine. 

At the Belgian gallery Hoet Bekaert, a topless woman enticed browsers to dig for buried treasure — hidden 
necklaces — in an installation of brightly colored thread clusters by the Thai artist Surasi Kusolwong. Nearby at 
Haas & Fischer, Joshua Callaghan’s Model-T Ford, wrought from brass lamps and bedposts, competed for 
attention. 

Some booths didn’t need a gimmick to stand out. In this category were paintings of women with nimbuses of 
dark hair and the stylized features of figures in Persian miniature painting, by the Iraqi artist Hayv Kahraman, 
at Thierry Goldberg. 

Celebrities were another marketing ploy. Galerie Brigitte Schenk showed watercolors of creepy figures with gas 
masks and guns capably painted by the musician Marilyn Manson. At Scope a painting signed Yu Ling, at Eli 
Klein Fine Art, was revealed to be the work of the actress Lucy Liu. Intentionally or not, Ms Liu’s prank 
mocked the demand, in recent seasons, for undiscovered Chinese contemporary artists. 

(Fledgling fairs dot the perimeter: Bridge, in the Tunnel nightclub space on 27th Street; Pool, in the Wyndham 
Hotel on 24th Street; and Fountain, on a boat docked at Pier 66. Although the art is strictly entry level, these 
fairs have the benefit of proximity to Chelsea galleries.) 

Scattered throughout Pulse are galleries from Beijing and Shanghai, but other urban centers also vie for 
attention: Moscow, Manila, Montreal. Most are fluent in the language of international contemporary art: blurry 
Photo Realist painting, staged and digitally enhanced photography, crafty crocheted sculptures festooned with 
sequins and bric-a-brac. 

There are also special Pulse-commissioned projects like the Miami artist Clifton Childree’s “Miamuh Swamp 
Adventure,” a rickety installation resembling a rotting silent-movie theater. Inside is a film about Miami real 
estate scams at the end of the 19th century. 

Solo-artist booths, a trend that clearly extended beyond Volta, stood out at both Pulse and Scope. At Pulse, 
Mark Moore of Santa Monica, Calif., devoted a large booth to Alison Schulnik’s heavily impastoed paintings of 
hobos and clowns. At Scope, the Chelsea gallery Jonathan LeVine had a winning installation by Camille Rose 
Garcia: wallpaper, paintings and pillows all adorned with a street-art version of the Disney character Cruella de 
Vil. 

Scope seemed to be in the grip of the dubious urban-frontier trend in décor. Specially commissioned 
installations at the entrances to both tents, by Maya Hayuk and Kristin Schiele, evoked cabins and shanties. 
Inside the main tent two pieces of taxidermy art were prominent: Marc Séguin’s bald eagle and a deer head with 
exaggerated, resin-sculpted antlers by Carolyn Salas and Adam Parker Smith. 

In the design world this stuff is old news — but in the art world, it’s evidence of a new survivalism. 

Continuing through Sunday are the Pulse Art Fair New York, Pier 40, 353 West Street, at West Houston Street, 
West Village, pulse-art.com; Scope New York, Damrosch Park, Lincoln Center, scope-art.com; and Volta NY, 
7 West 34th Street, Manhattan, voltashow.com; and the Armory Show itself, at Piers 92 and 94, 12th Avenue at 
55th Street, Clinton; thearmoryshow.com. 


